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HSP70-MEDIATED REGULATION OF HSF1 TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVITY IN
SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE
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Advisory Professor: Kevin A. Morano, Ph.D.

In eukaryotic cells, protein homeostasis and cellular fitness is promoted by the
transcription factor heat shock factor 1 (HSF1) during exposure to proteotoxic stress. HSF1
controls the basal and stress-induced expression of molecular chaperones and other
protective targets. Dynamic regulation of HSF1 involves the major heat shock proteins
Hsp70 and Hsp90. Recent advances in the understanding of this regulatory circuit in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae have shown that the Hsp70 Ssa1 acts as a sensor for some
proteotoxic stresses and is capable of a direct interaction with Hsf1. This work continues to
explore the complex regulatory interaction between Hsf1 and Ssa1. I found that the Ssa1
substrate binding domain recognizes Hsf1 at two distinct sites, one previously defined as the
CE2 within the carboxyl-terminal transcriptional activation domain, and one within the
amino-terminal activation domain. Disruption of the identified in silico Hsp70-binding sites
within each regulatory element results in loss of Ssa1 association. Furthermore, loss of
regulation by Ssa1 leads to global dysregulation of Hsf1 transcriptional activity that displays
synergism when both sites are disrupted simultaneously. Dysregulation of Hsf1
transcriptional activity also results in survival consequences, with slow growth at optimal
growth temperatures that is exacerbated during heat shock. Additionally, the activation
domains of Hsf1 in the related yeast Lachancea kluyveri also associate with Hsp70,
indicating that this interaction may be a conserved mechanism for regulation of Hsf1
transcriptional activity.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Proteostasis and molecular chaperones
The majority of cellular activities are carried out by proteins and in order to be fully
functional, proteins must generally be properly folded. All the information a polypeptide
needs to fold is contained in the amino acid sequence, or primary structure. However, in
order to transition from an unfolded polypeptide into a fully-folded native structure, proteins
often require the assistance of molecular chaperones. These chaperones are not a part of
the final protein structure but assist the polypeptide in overcoming energetic barriers to
entering the energetically-favorable and fully-folded state (Hartl et al. 2009).
Protein chaperone systems exist in all organisms due to the dense cellular
environments and often complex structure of proteins. These chaperones have a variety of
functions throughout the life cycle of a protein, and during optimal environmental conditions
they are primarily involved in the folding and maturation of nascent polypeptides,
shepherding proteins for degradation, as well as assisting other molecular chaperones.
However, during stress molecular chaperones also refold proteins, prevent protein
aggregation, and disassemble aggregated proteins. Maintenance of protein homeostasis, or
proteostasis, through expression of molecular chaperones is essential to cellular viability
and propagation in all growth conditions.
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, some of the most ubiquitous molecular chaperones
are part of the heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) family, which is involved in every aspect of the
life cycle of a protein (Frydman 2001). The Hsp70 family of molecular chaperones is well
conserved across kingdoms and possess a range of chaperone actions including holding,
folding, refolding, and intrinsic ATPase activity (Craig et al. 1988). These functions are
carried out through one of two domains, either the amino-terminal (N-terminal) nucleotide
binding domain (NBD) or the carboxyl-terminal (C-terminal) substrate binding domain (SBD).
In S. cerevisiae, some Hsp70 family members are constitutively expressed and cytosolic
2

whereas other molecular chaperones are specifically localized to the ribosome, endoplasmic
reticulum, and mitochondria (Craig et al. 1993). Included in the Hsp70 family are
chaperones that are “foldases” and “refoldases” that have intrinsic, albeit weak, ATPase
activity, and undergo repetitive cycles of recognizing and binding exposed heptapeptides
with core hydrophobic residues, and release upon nucleotide exchange (Clerico et al. 2015;
Verghese et al. 2012a). Examples of these Hsp70s are the cytosolic Ssa1 and Ssa2 in S.
cerevisiae and the ribosome associated Ssb1 and Ssb2. Other Hsp70 family members,
known as Hsp110s due to extended linkers in the SBD, function as nucleotide exchange
factors (NEFs) that promote release of ADP from other Hsp70s and are thus also termed
“co-chaperones”. Some evidence suggests these proteins may also function as “holdase”
chaperones that may be capable of preventing aggregation of misfolded proteins prior to
refolding or degradation, however this holdase function is not essential (Dragovic et al.
2006; Garcia et al. 2017).
On the other hand, some molecular chaperones are involved in a specific process,
such as the potent disaggregase Hsp104 and the small, aggregate-solubilizing heat shock
proteins, Hsp26 and Hsp42 (Haslbeck et al. 1999; Haslbeck et al. 2004; Parsell et al. 1994).
Both Hsp26 and Hsp42 are members of the small heat shock protein family (sHSP) and are
induced when cells are experiencing a proteotoxic stress, however Hsp42 is also
constitutively expressed (Haslbeck et al. 2004). All members of the sHSP family contain an
alpha-crystallin domain and form large, hetero-multimeric complexes that can interact with
aggregated proteins (Bossier et al. 1989; Haslbeck et al. 2004). Hsp104, along with Hsp70
and one of its co-chaperones, is then able to resolubilize and refold these aggregated
proteins (Glover et al. 1998). A sub-set of molecular chaperones only function as
chaperones transiently, while cells are undergoing a specific proteotoxic stress, and
otherwise have different functions within the cell. Tsa1, a peroxiredoxin that typically
functions as an antioxidant within cells, has the capability to multimerize upon heavy metal
stress and gain “holdase” chaperone function (MacDiarmid et al. 2013).
3

Additionally, some molecular chaperones have specific substrate proteins, such as
the Hsp90s, which are selectively involved in the folding and maturation of large, multidomain proteins including transcription factors, kinases, and other signaling proteins – the
Hsp90 “clients” (Karagöz et al. 2016; Prodromou 2012). Hsp90s are also multi-domain
proteins with an ATPase domain, long linkers to allow conformational changes, a
dimerization domain, and a substrate binding domain (Verghese et al. 2012a). After Hsp70
assists in the initial folding steps of a client protein, an Hsp90 dimer is brought into proximity
through interactions with co-chaperones such as Sti1, and the client is loaded onto Hsp90
for final folding and maturation (Johnson et al. 1998; Wegele et al. 2006). In order to
complete the folding cycle, the intrinsic ATPase activity of Hsp90 must be stimulated by a
co-chaperone such as Aha1 (Meyer et al. 2004).
Both major classes of molecular chaperones rely on co-chaperones to aide their
function by promoting nucleotide exchange, bringing substrates to other chaperones, and
stimulating ATPase activity (Verghese et al. 2012a). These co-chaperones are necessary
for Hsp70 to undergo a complete folding cycle. Prior to binding substrates, Hsp70 is bound
to ATP and the substrate binding domain (SBD) is in an ‘open’ conformation with the αhelical lid separated from the β-sheet binding groove (Clerico et al. 2015). The ATPase
activity of Hsp70 is stimulated by co-chaperones, such as the Hsp40s or J-domain
containing proteins Ydj1 and Sis1, which additionally function to bring substrates to Hsp70
(Verghese et al. 2012a). Once bound to substrates and ADP, Hsp70 SBD is in a ‘closed’
conformation, with the lid moving over the unfolded polypeptide within the groove of the
SBD. Substrate release is coordinated with release of ADP, which is stimulated by NEFs
such as Fes1 and Sse1. This allows opening of the SBD and binding of another ATP
molecule to continue the folding cycle.

4

Transcriptional control of proteostatic components in yeast
The constitutive expression of molecular chaperones and co-chaperones is vital to
maintaining cellular viability under optimal growth conditions. However, when exposed to a
proteotoxic stress that negatively impacts protein folding and function, eukaryotic cells
sense the stress through an unknown mechanism and respond through rapid activation of
transcriptional programs that upregulate and induce expression of molecular chaperones to
regain and maintain proteostasis (Verghese et al. 2012a). Proteotoxic stresses can come
from internal sources, such as an accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) as a
result of aging (produced by the mitochondria) or from the constantly fluctuating external
environment around the cell. Externally, the temperature, pH, osmolarity, nutrient availability,
heavy metals and thiol-reactive compounds can contribute to the proteotoxicity in the
cellular environment (Laun et al. 2001). However, eukaryotic organisms evolved several
responses to deal with internal fluctuations and environmental changes that could be
detrimental to cellular viability (Figure 1.1).
Transcription factors
Transcription factors are present in all organisms to assist in the expression and
regulation of genes by interacting with promoters upstream of their target genes (Latchman
2008). Although the responses to various stresses are carried out by several different
transcription factors, as discussed below, each factor shares common features. In order to
regulate transcription, all transcription factors are recruited to DNA, and this can either
positively or negatively regulate gene expression (Latchman 1993). Transcription factors
that promote active transcription are classified as activators, and repressors if their activity
prevents production of mRNA by RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) (Latchman 1993; Ptashne
1988).
Repressors not only have a DNA-binding domain, but also have at least one
repressive domain that is capable of interacting with protein complexes to repress
transcription (Hahn et al. 2011, Papavassiliou et al. 2016; Ptashne 1988). Activators also
5

Figure 1.1 Yeast regulate stress responses through a variety of systems. Simple
schematic of a budding yeast cell (black ovals), with mitochondria (yellow oval), nucleus
(purple circle, lightly shaded), and endoplasmic reticulum (ER, blue dashed line). Redox
stress (orange pathway) is transmitted to the Skn7 (light orange oval) and Yap1 (dark orange
oval) transcription factors, which are regulated by translocation, and phosphorylation and
protein-protein interactions, respectively. The response to hypothermic stress (purple
pathway) is mediated by phosphorylation cascade stimulated by the transmembrane protein,
Sln1 (purple circle). Osmotic stress (light green) and pH stress (dark green) both use Slt2
(dark green circle) to activate the MAPK and HOG pathways. pH stress additionally utilizes
phosphorylation to regulate the transcription factor Crz1 (dark green oval). Expression of the
Hac1 transcription factor (dark blue oval), which drives the response to ER stress, is
regulated at the level of the HAC1 mRNA. Hyperthermia (red pathway) is sensed by Ssa1
(dark red circle) which dissociates from Hsf1 (red oval) and allows transcriptional activation.

6

contain at least one activation domain that is capable of interacting directly with the general
transcriptional machinery and RNAP II, or indirectly through an intermediary complex
(Papavassailiou et al. 2016). In order to promote transcription, activators stimulate the
formation of the pre-initiation complex (PIC), an assembly of proteins including RNAP II and
general transcription factors (Hahn et al. 2011). Formation of the PIC is generally dependent
on at least one co-transcriptional activator including either TFIID, the SAGA complex, or
Mediator (Hahn et al. 2011). Each of these co-transcriptional activators is comprised of
multiple subunits that are highly conserved in eukaryotes (Bourbon 2008; Lee et al. 2007;
Tora 2002). TFIID and SAGA coordinate the expression of independent sets of target
genes, and do not interact with each other (Hahn et al. 2011). Mediator, on the other hand,
not only mediates interactions between transcription factors and RNAP II but is also able to
interact with both TFIID and SAGA (Hahn et al. 2011).
Regulation of a transcription factor can be carried out by modulating its ability to
interact with co-transcriptional activator complexes (Hahn et al. 2011). Additionally, these
factors can be controlled through alterations in expression and synthesis of the protein,
post-translational modifications, protein-protein interactions, and localization. In order to
regulate transcription factor activity in response to environmental stress yeast utilize all of
these regulatory tools including protein modifications, changes in localization, and proteinprotein interactions.
Redox stress
The response to proteotoxic stress is dependent on the type of stress being sensed
by the cell. During optimal conditions, cells maintain redox buffering in all compartments
mainly through the cycling of NADPH/NADP+ and glutathione (GSH/GSSG) (Ayer et al.
2014). However, exposure to ROS, heavy metals, and thiol-reactive compounds can cause
damage to proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids, requiring broad transcriptional programs to
detoxify the cells and repair the damage (Ayer et al. 2014). The primary mediators for
regulating redox homeostasis in the reducing environments within the cell are the
7

transcription factors Yap1, which only functions in the nucleus while the cells are undergoing
stress and is quickly degraded afterward, and Skn7, which is also translocated into the
nucleus to activate transcription of a shared set of target genes to restore homeostasis
including peroxiredoxins, thioredoxins, and catalases (Gulshan et al. 2005; Lee et al. 1999).
Activation of Yap1 is dependent on Hyr1, a glutathione peroxiredoxin that upon
oxidation by H2O2 forms intermolecular disulfide bonds with Yap1 and traps it in the nucleus
(Tachibana et al 2009). Skn7 is a response regulator for a two-component system in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae that relies on the membrane-associated histidine kinase sensor,
Sln1, and the phosphotransferase Ypd1 (Li et al. 1998; Reiser et al. 2003). However, there
is conflicting evidence as to whether the phosphorylation of Skn7 through this phospho-relay
activates Skn7 in response to oxidative stress, as the receiving aspartate residue is not
essential to this role of Skn7 (Morgan et al. 1997). The general stress transcription factors
Msn2 and its homolog Msn4 are also activated by ROS through phosphorylation, which
prevents nuclear export, and this results in transcriptional upregulation of proteins involved
in stabilizing the cell wall, responding to DNA damage, and molecular chaperones
(Kobayashi et al. 1990; Martínez-Pastor et al. 1996; Schmitt et al. 1996).
The majority of the cell is a reducing environment in order to maintain proteins in
reduced states however, both the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and mitochondrial
intermembrane space are oxidizing environments (Hwang et al. 1992; Østergaard et al.
2004). The intermembrane space of the mitochondria is the receiving compartment for the
protons produced by transferring electrons through the electron transport chain to create the
proton gradient (Alberts et al. 2002). This compartment is maintained in an oxidized state by
the mitochondrial glutathione and thioredoxin systems to ensure proteins that need to be
oxidized prior to import into the mitochondrial matrix, can undergo proper oxidative protein
folding (Gostimskaya et al. 2016; Hu et al. 2008; Riemer et al. 2011). The ER is also
maintained in an oxidized state in order to allow proteins that require oxidation, such as the
formation of intra or intermolecular disulfide bonds, to acquire their native structures
8

(Helenius et al. 1992). One of the most well-studied stress responses occurs when cells
experience a reducing stress that disrupts the redox homeostasis of the ER, activating the
unfolded protein response (UPR). During non-stress conditions, the UPR is maintained in a
repressed state through the association of the ER Hsp70 BiP with Ire1, an endoribonuclease
(Okamura et al. 2000). When cells experience an ER stress, BiP is titrated away from Ire1,
which allows Ire1 to bind unfolded proteins, oligomerize, and undergo transautophosphorylation, and this activates the cleavage of HAC1 mRNA (Cox et al. 1996;
Gardner et al. 2011; Shamu et al. 1996). The resulting Hac1 transcription factor upregulates expression of UPR genes including ER-specific molecular chaperones, ERassociated degradation machinery, and proteins involved in lipid biosynthesis (Wu et al.
2014).
Osmotic stress
Although changes in osmolarity are modulated, in part, by the opening and closing of
transmembrane channels, osmotic stresses also activate a transcriptional response. The
response to either hyperosmotic or hypoosmotic conditions is regulated by a MAP kinase
cascade. However, the activation of one of the initial steps by phosphorylation of Slt2 is
mediated by different mechanisms (Saxena et al. 2016). In response to hypoosmotic stress,
cells phosphorylate Slt2 through the cell-wall-integrity (CWI) pathway, and although
transmembrane proteins Wsc1 and Mid2 act as sensors, how this signal is transmitted to the
CWI pathway remains unknown (Verna et al. 1997; Rajavel et al. 1999). On the other hand,
when cells experience a hyperosmotic stress, the HOG pathway phosphorylates Slt2 and
activates the MAP kinase cascade. Once activated, the cells produce glycerol to restore
turgor pressure, and proteins to restructure the actin cytoskeleton and cell wall (Chowdhary
et al. 1992; Heinisch et al. 1999; Siderius et al. 2000).
pH stress
Similar to changes in osmolarity, regulation of internal pH in response to changes in
the external environment also occurs by the action of ion channels. In this case, the
9

essential H+-ATPase Pma1 is responsible for maintaining an acidic environmental pH and
neutral cytosolic pH (Martínez-Muñoz et al. 2008; Orij et al. 2011). Exposure to an alkaline
environment causes defects in cell physiology and growth, and also triggers sporulation
(Serra-Cardona et al. 2015). Cells sense a rise in environmental pH through two identified
primary mechanisms: the first is through Wsc1, a cell surface sensor that is able to respond
to cell surface stress and somehow activates the kinase Slt2 to activate the MAP kinase
cascade (Serrano et al. 2006; Dupres et al. 2009); the second is through an influx of
calcium, which activates calcineurin, a phosphatase that activates the transcription factor
Crz1 (Serrano et al. 2002). Dephosphorylation of Crz1 leads to nuclear translocation and
activation of a series of stress response genes involved in cell wall biosynthesis, smallmolecule transport, and membrane lipid biogenesis (Cyert 2003; Hu et al 2007).
Although a mildly acidic environment is favorable for yeast, exposure to strong acids
can cause cell wall restructuring and misfolding of membrane bound proteins, and exposure
to weak acids leads to a loss of membrane potential as cellular membranes become more
permeable (Mira et al. 2010). In order to maintain their membrane potential, cells rely on
Pma1 to extrude protons, in addition to sequestering excess protons within the lumen of the
vacuole using the vacuolar proton pump V-ATPase (Fernandes et al. 2004). Upregulation of
genes to reorganize the cell wall through restructuring and lipid biogenesis, molecular
chaperones, and efflux pumps is mediated by at least four transcription factors - Haa1,
Msn2/4, Rim101, and War1. Each factor is differentially activated in response to various
weak acids, suggesting that the cell is able to sense and appropriately respond to the type
of acid stress it is experiencing (Mira et al. 2010). How the cells are able to sense and
activate each pathway in response to different acid stresses remains unclear.
Hypothermic stress
Both a reduction in temperature, as well as an increase in temperature, contribute to
dysregulation of cellular homeostasis (Strassburg et al. 2010). In laboratory conditions,
yeast are often kept for short-term storage at 4°C, which prevents growth but maintains
10

cellular viability, and are maintained in glycerol stocks at -80°C for long-term storage
(Aguilera et al. 2007). When yeast experience a downshift of temperature below the optimal
25-30°C, the cells experience changes in membrane fluidity, transcription and translation
machinery, and protein folding (Thieringer et al. 1998; Gast et al. 1993). In order to restore
membrane dynamics and proteostasis during a mild cold shock, cells initially upregulate
protein translation machinery and lipid synthesis, and if the cold shock is severe or the mild
shock continues, cells will also increase expression of molecular chaperones and glycogen
and trehalose metabolism (Kandror et al. 2004; Strassburg et al. 2010). Cells sense cold
shock by monitoring membrane fluidity and rely on the transmembrane protein Sln1 to
sense these changes associated with cold stress and activate the downstream response
(Inaba et al. 2003; Panadero et al. 2006). The primary response to the early stages of cold
stress is not carried out by a cold-stress specific pathway but shares the same response as
osmotic stress – the HOG pathway. Prolonged cold stress has been shown to activate the
production of molecular chaperones through activation of Msn2/4, the general stress
response (Schade et al. 2004). This suggests that the HOG pathway, as well as the stress
response pathway driven by Msn2/4, are both general environmental stress response
transcriptional programs designed to mediate cellular homeostasis (Aguilera et al. 2007).

Heat shock factor and the heat shock response
Just as exposure to a temperature decrease leads to activation of a stress response,
so does exposure to an increase in temperature. The heat shock response (HSR) is the
cellular response to elevated temperatures and is also one of the most well-studied stress
responses. However, similar to the responses to pH stress, the signal that activates this
response remains unknown. Increases in temperature affect the cell membrane,
upregulating trehalose biosynthesis, activating Slt2 and the CWI pathway to restore fluidity,
and is sensed as a general environmental stress, also activating the Msn2/4 transcription
factors (Verghese et al. 2012a). Protein-folding stress is thought to be the primary stressor
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during a heat shock, with the degree of temperature change and duration of heat shock
influencing the intensity of the HSR. Although widespread aggregation does not occur at
relatively mild heat stresses, the HSR is still potently activated and misfolded proteins are
localized to protein deposits (Kaganovich et al. 2008). In order to manage the accumulation
of unfolded and misfolded proteins and polypeptides, cells upregulate expression of a
multitude of molecular chaperones during the HSR. These include the potent disaggregase
Hsp104, stress-inducible Hsp70 and Hsp90 chaperones, small Hsps, and chaperone cofactors and co-chaperones. Additionally, cells will temporarily stall cell-cycle progression in
G1 phase to reduce unnecessary transcripts and prevent DNA replication during stress
(Morano et al. 1999).
The regulation of this HSR is primarily mediated through heat shock factor 1, HSF1,
which is highly conserved in all eukaryotes. HSF1 is a modular protein, with a well
conserved DNA-binding domain (DBD) that has been crystallized from several species
including Kluyveromyces lactis, Drosophila melanogaster, and Homo sapiens, and forms a
helix-turn-helix structure (Damberger et al. 1995; Jaeger et al. 2016; Littlefield et al. 1999;
Neudegger et al. 2016; Vuister et al. 1994). In the metazoan and yeast HSF1, the DBD is
“winged”, with an extended loop at the carboxyl-terminus of the DBD that is important for
activation during proteotoxic stress, but does not interact with DNA, and likely associates
with other HSF molecules (Cicero et al. 2001). The DBD recognizes heat shock elements
(HSEs), which consist of inverted repeats of the sequence nGAAn, with at least three
repeats that can be found in one of three architectures within promoters of target genes
(Sorger et al. 1987b). These repeats can be found in a ‘perfect’ structure in which each
repeat is adjacent to the others (nGAAnnTTCnnGAAn), ‘gap” type with a five base pair
nucleotide gap between two of the repeats (nGAAn(5bp)nTTCnnGAAn), or the ‘step’ type,
which has five nucleotide gaps between each repeat (nGAAn(5bp)nTTCn(5bp)nGAAn)
(Yamamoto et al. 2005). Aside from determining the affinity of HSF for a promoter under
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basal and inducing conditions, it is unclear if the architecture of HSEs has another function
in regulating expression of HSF target genes.
In addition to this well conserved DBD, HSFs also have a highly conserved
oligomerization domain with coiled-coil motifs and leucine-zipper repeats (Sorger et al.
1989; Zuo et al. 1994). The prevailing theory is that HSFs trimerize in order to bind HSEs,
but also have the ability to form dimers, and in species with more than one HSF,
heterotrimers have been reported (Jaeger et al. 2016). Furthermore, promoters may contain
more than one HSE and have more than three nGAAn repeats, in which case HSFs are
thought to bind cooperatively through the wing of the DBD to form intermolecular
interactions (Cicero et al. 2001; Jaeger et al. 2014; Jaeger et al. 2016; Littlefield et al. 1999;
Xiao et al. 1991). In addition to a DBD and an oligomerization domain, HSFs have a
carboxyl-terminal activation domain (C-AD). Although the sequence of the C-AD is not
conserved between species, the function of the C-AD to activate transcription is (Jakobsen
et al. 1991; Liu et al. 1997; Nieto-Sotelo et al. 1990). In some fungal species, there is an
activation domain located amino-terminal to the DBD (N-AD), which also has a role in
activating HSF transcriptional activity (Sorger 1990) (Figure 1.2).
Both yeast and Drosophila only have one identified HSF. In yeast, it is essential for
cellular viability and heat shock survival, and in flies, it is necessary for development and heat
shock survival, but it can be knocked down in non-stressed adult flies (Jedlicka et al. 1997;
Sorger et al. 1988; Wiederrecht et al. 1988). The Jedlicka et al. 1997 study suggested that the
essential function of Drosophila HSF1 in development was independent of its heat shock
activity, and work published in Solís et al. 2016 showed for the yeast Hsf1 that the non-shock
requirement was due to basal levels of expression of Hsp70 and Hsp90 molecular chaperones
(Jedlicka et al. 1997; Solís et al 2016). This contrasts with mammalian HSF1, which is not
essential during non-stress conditions nor in development but is only required for expression
of the HSR (Dai et al. 2007). All HSF1 molecules studied so far are constitutively expressed,
but are not constitutively activated, which indicates that HSF is maintained in a repressed
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Figure 1.2 HSF is highly conserved between yeast and humans. HSF1 from yeast and
humans has a highly conserved DNA-binding domain (purple, DBD) and oligomerization
domain (purple, 3X), whereas the carboxyl-terminal activation domain does not share much
sequence similarity despite functional similarity (blue, C-AD) (Chojnacki et al. 2017). Yeast
Hsf1 also has an amino-terminal activation domain (yellow, N-AD).
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state through an unknown mechanism. In metazoan species, HSF1 is found in the cytosol
where it interacts with Hsp90 and chaperonins, whereas in S. cerevisiae, Hsf1 is localized to
the nucleus and can be found pre-bound to DNA but in an inactive state (Neef et al. 2014;
Verghese et al. 2012a; Zuo et al. 1998). Even upon nuclear translocation and DNA binding,
metazoan HSF1 does not obligately activate transcription, suggesting another step in the
regulation of HSF1 activity that may be shared between metazoans and fungal species (Guo
et al. 2001).
Activation or de-repression of HSF1 transcriptional activity once it is DNA-bound likely
occurs through post-translational modifications, loss of an inhibitory protein-protein
interaction, structural changes, or any combination of these events. Early on in the study of
the regulation of the HSR, activation of Hsf1 was shown to correlate with abundant
phosphorylation that causes a mobility shift visible on SDS-PAGE (Sorger et al. 1987a; Sorger
et al. 1988). However, during a prolonged heat shock lasting over three hours, Hsf1
maintained its phosphorylation state despite attenuation of its activity after two hours, as
measured by activity of a β-galactosidase reporter under control of an HSE-containing
promoter (Sorger 1990). Additionally, although phosphorylation is associated with derepression of HSF1 transcriptional activity, it is not essential to activate the HSR; mutation of
all 73 known phosphorylation sites or all 153 serine/threonine resides to alanine does not
disrupt the ability of HSF1 to activate the HSR (Budzyński et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2016).
Altogether these data indicate that while phosphorylation of HSF1 contributes to the
magnitude of its activation potential, it does not de-repress HSF1 transcriptional activity.
The DBD and oligomerization domain of HSF molecules are well conserved and form
identifiable structures by both NMR and X-ray crystallography, however the C-AD and the NAD are neither conserved in sequence nor do they form stable structures (Cho et al. 1996;
Damberger et al. 1995; Jaeger et al. 2016; Neudegger et al. 2016; Vuister et al. 1994).
Activation domains have the potential to acquire structures when in the presence of another
protein but may also remain unstructured even when bound to other proteins, making it
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difficult to assess conformation changes in the activation domains without knowing potential
protein-protein interaction partners (Dyson et al. 2002; Tsafou et al. 2018). Multiple lines of
evidence suggest that the main regulatory switch for HSF1 is an interaction with molecular
chaperones: HSF1 is repressed by interaction with the molecular chaperones and upon a
proteotoxic stress, the chaperones are titrated away by an increase in misfolded clients
allowing HSR activation (Figure 1.3). In mammalian cells, inhibition of the HSP90 molecular
chaperone system results in de-repression of HSF1 activity, as does loss of the HSP70
molecular chaperone (Shi et al. 1998; Zuo et al. 1998). Additionally, both HSP70 and
HSP90 have been shown to associate with HSF1 in vitro and in vivo in non-stress conditions
(Abravaya et al. 1992; Neef et al. 2014). Similarly, Hsp70 and Hsp90 have also been
implicated in regulation of S. cerevisiae Hsf1 as genetic depletion of fully functional Hsp70
and Hsp90 chaperone systems leads to activation of the HSR (Craig et al. 1984; Duina et al.
1998; Liu et al. 1999; Voellmy et al. 2007). This does not preclude the possibility that loss of
these molecular chaperones activates the HSR due to an increase in proteotoxic stress.
One study identified Ssa1, a constitutive Hsp70, as a sensor for activation of the
HSR in response to thiol-reactive compounds through modification of two exposed cysteine
residues (Wang et al. 2012). This study separated the function of Hsp70 as a sensor for
thiol-reactive stress and thermal stress, because replacement of the exposed cysteine
residues with serine rendered the HSR insensitive to thiol-reactive stress but did not alter
the response to thermal stress. This supports data from mammalian cell work which showed
that the signaling mechanism for HSF de-repression is dependent on the type of proteotoxic
stress; mammalian HSF1 has exposed cysteines that are capable of being modified by
oxidation, leading to trimerization and HSR activation (Ahn et al. 2003). Interestingly, the
yeast Hsf1 does not contain cysteine residues and the exposed cysteines of Ssa1 may act a
proxy sensor for oxidative stress (Wang et al. 2012). However, how the signal for oxidative
stress is relayed to Hsf1 by Ssa1 is still unknown.
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Figure 1.3 HSPs regulate HSF1 transcriptional activity. HSPs (red) interact with HSF1
(purple and blue) and repress its transcriptional activity. Upon a proteotoxic stress, HSPs are
titrated away by misfolded proteins (black) and HSF1 can activate the HSR. Production of
HSPs by the HSR results in attenuation of HSF1 activity by association of HSPs with HSF1.
Structure of HSF1 is from Jaeger et al. 2016, permission granted for use in thesis, as well as
color modification (License No. 4552090200678).
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Work done by another laboratory concurrent with the results presented in this thesis
determined that Hsp70 is capable of binding directly to Hsf1 C-AD and that this interaction is
released during thermal stress (Krakowiak et al. 2018; Zheng et al. 2016). Furthermore,
disruption of this interaction resulted in increased Hsf1 activity. In this thesis, I will address
whether a regulatory interaction between Hsp70 and Hsf1 N-AD occurs. Additionally, I will
present data demonstrating that loss of Hsp70-mediated regulation of Hsf1 de-represses the
Hsf1-dependent transcriptome and decreases cellular fitness. Although Hsp70 interacts with
Hsf1 and is thought to repress Hsf1 transcriptional activity, the mechanism is still unclear. In
S. cerevisiae, Hsf1 is a powerful transcriptional activator that does not require a functional
SAGA or TFIID complex in order to drive transcription but does require the Mediator
complex (Kim et al. 2013; Moqtaderi et al. 1998; Singh et al. 2006). Upon activation of the
HSR, Hsf1-dependent genes are organized in close proximity to each other through
chromatin crumpling and the formation of “loops” in order to concentrate transcriptional
machinery (Chowdhary et al. 2017; Chowdhary et al. 2019). Whether the interaction
between Hsf1 and Hsp70 influences the association of Hsf1 with the Mediator complex or
the restructuring of the chromatin landscape is unknown.

Diseases and disorders of protein misfolding
Protein folding diseases, or proteopathies, encompass a wide range of disorders
from the formation of cataracts to sickle cell anemia, cystic fibrosis (CF), type 2 diabetes,
neurodegenerative disorders, and the infamous transmissible spongiform encephalopathies
(TSEs) (Valastyan et al. 2014). Although protein misfolding implies that the disease state is
the result of the loss of a functional protein, as is the case for cystic fibrosis, protein
misfolding can also cause disease by a toxic gain of function (Hartl 2017). Protein
misfolding and dysregulation of HSF1 can also contribute to cancer, both through loss-offunction and gain-of-function mutations that promote cell proliferation (Mendillo et al. 2012).
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In many proteopathies, the cause of protein misfolding is a mutation within the
coding region of the gene, leading to alterations in the primary structure of the protein.
Sickle cell anemia is a well-studied, hereditary disorder and is the result of a single basepair change that causes an amino acid substitution in a subunit of human hemoglobin, βglobulin (Valastyan et al. 2014). This mutation destabilizes the protein and prevents proper
folding which allows β-globulin to polymerize, reducing oxygen transport capacity, and
resulting in the characteristic sickle shape of the red blood cell. Similarly, one of the leading
mutations that causes CF is an in-frame deletion of three nucleotides, resulting in the loss of
a single amino acid in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR)
(Riordan et al. 1989). This error prevents maturation of the protein and subsequently, the
protein is degraded before it can be exported from the ER and inserted into the cellular
membrane, resulting in the disease state (Cheng et al. 1990).
The aggregation of misfolded proteins is the cause of cataracts and is associated
with neurodegenerative disorders including Huntington’s, Alzheimer’s, as well as Lewy body
and frontotemporal dementia (Soto et al. 2018). The protein aggregates in these diseases
are not amorphous but are actually ordered, fibrous amyloid aggregates that are able to
form due to the propensity for the associated proteins to fold into stable, stackable, β-sheet
conformations (Soto 2001). In the formation of cataracts, the crystallin proteins that
comprise the normally clear lens become misfolded and form large aggregates through
intermolecular interactions of improper β-sheet structures, leading to clouded vision
(Harding 1972; Surguchev et al. 2010).
Neurodegenerative disorders are associated with protein misfolding and aggregation,
although whether the large oligomers or smaller, more mobile species are the causative,
toxic agent is still under debate (Soto et al. 2018). A dominant characteristic of
neurodegenerative disorders is that onset is typically age-related, with early onset
Huntington’s and Alzheimer’s striking as early as 40, but more frequently reported above
age 70 (Anckar et al. 2011). Studies in Caenorhabditis elegans expressing human disease
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alleles for neurodegenerative diseases have demonstrated the importance of HSF1 in
ameliorating the toxic effects of these protein aggregates (Cohen et al. 2006; Streinkraus et
al. 2008). Strikingly, the ability of human HSF1 to bind DNA and activate transcription of its
target genes is not well sustained in aged cells, whether the cells were aged in vitro or
whether samples were taken from older subjects (Fawcett et al. 1994; Gutsmann-Conrad et
al. 1998; Lock et al. 1996). In contrast, the ability to maintain HSF1 activity and proteostasis
in the long-lived rodent, naked mole-rats, is unaltered throughout the natural life span and
this species does not accumulate toxic protein aggregates (Rodriguez et al. 2016). This
suggests that the reduction in HSF1 activity limits the ability of a cell to respond to a
proteotoxic stress, including protein aggregation.
Protein misfolding and dysregulation of HSF1 can also contribute to cancer, both
through loss-of-function and gain-of-function mutations that promote cell proliferation
(Mendillo et al. 2012). In some cases, cancer cells depend on HSF1 and proteostatic
components to thrive, due to the abundance of misfolded proteins erroneously produced by
the cell. The chaperone system has also been reported to act in a directly proto-oncogenic
manner by stabilizing non-functional p53 and preventing its degradation, leading to loss-offunction in the wild-type and subsequent increase in DNA damage (Milner et al. 1991a;
Milner et al. 1991b). In order to modulate the activity of HSF1 and the expression of
proteostatic machinery, it is critical to understand how HSF1 is regulated in eukaryotic
species. Additionally, dysfunction of associated proteostatic pathways, such as an inability
to properly degrade misfolded proteins can also lead to proteopathies (Valastyan et al.
2014). The vast array of proteopathies that cause severe human disease and eventually
lead to death, necessitates that a thorough understanding of how protein folding, misfolding,
and the regulation of these events occurs in eukaryotic systems.
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CHAPTER 2
Materials and Methods

This chapter is based upon Peffer SA, Gonçalves DL, Morano KA. Regulation of
the Hsf1-dependent transcriptome via conserved bipartite contacts with Hsp70
promotes survival in yeast. (submitted).
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MATERIALS
Table 2.1 Plasmids* used in this study
Name
pRS413-TEF
pRS413-CYC
pRS413-HSF1
pRS415
pRS416
pRS413-TEFHsf1-FLAG
pRS413-CYCHsf1-FLAG
pRS413-HSF1Hsf1-FLAG
pRS413-GFPFLAG
pRS413-TEF-Δ1147-Hsf1-FLAG
(HF)
pRS413-TEF-1583HF
pRS413-TEF-1532HF
pRS413-TEF-1486HF
pRS413-TEF-1449HF
pRS413-TEF-1327HF
pRS413-TEF-327833-Hsf1-GFPFLAG (HGF)
pRS413-TEF-147327HGF
pRS413-TEF-1147HGF
pRS413-TEF-1100HGF
pRS413-TEF-150HGF
pRS413-TEF-50100HGF
pRS413-TEF-520833HGF
pRS413-TEF-564833HGF
pRS413-TEF-594833HGF
pRS413-TEF-690833HGF
pRS413-TEFm50-100HGF
pRS413-TEFm520-568HGF

Insert
empty vector
empty vector
empty vector
empty vector
empty vector
HSF1-FLAG

Marker
HIS3
HIS3
HIS3
LEU2
URA3
HIS3

Reference
(Mumberg et al. 1995)
(Mumberg et al. 1995)
(Wang, 2012)
(Mumberg et al. 1995)
(Mumberg et al. 1995)
Wang, unpublished

HSF1-FLAG

HIS3

Wang, unpublished

HSF1-FLAG

HIS3

Wang, unpublished

GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

147-833 HSF1-FLAG

HIS3

This study

1-583 HSF1-FLAG

HIS3

This study

1-532 HSF1-FLAG

HIS3

This study

1-486 HSF1-FLAG

HIS3

This study

1-449 HSF1-FLAG

HIS3

This study

1-327 HSF1-FLAG

HIS3

This study

327-833 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

147-327 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

1-147 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

1-100 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

1-50 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

50-100 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

520-833 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

564-833 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

594-833 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

690-833 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

m50-100 HSF1-GFP-FLAG
(L92S,V93A,R94H)
m520-568 HSF1-GFP-FLAG
(Y537S,L538S,L539S)

HIS3

This study

HIS3

This study
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pRS423-GPD-50100HGF
HSE-lacZ
pRS416-TEFSsa1-SBD
pRS416-TEFSsa1-NBD
pRS413-TEFhsf1-mN
pRS413-TEFhsf1-mC
pRS413-TEFhsf1-mNmC
pRS413-TEF-LkN-AD-HGF
pRS413-TEF-LkC-AD-HGF
pAG413-GRE2lucCP+
pAG413-CYC1ΔlucCP+
pAG416-HSElucCP+

50-100 HSF1-GFP-FLAG

HIS3

This study

β-galactosidase
SSA1 substrate binding
domain
SSA1 nucleotide binding
domain
1-833 HSF1-FLAG, m50-100

URA3
URA3

(Liu et al. 1997)
This study

URA3

This study

HIS3

This study

1-833 HSF1-FLAG, m520-568

HIS3

This study

1-833 HSF1-FLAG, m50-100,
m520-568
1-166 L. kluyveri HSF1-GFPFLAG
369-557 L. kluyveri HSF1GFP-FLAG
Destabilized luciferase

HIS3

This study

HIS3

This study

HIS3

This study

HIS3

(Rienzo et al. 2012)

Destabilized luciferase

HIS3

(Rienzo et al. 2012)

Destabilized luciferase

URA3

This study

* All plasmids listed contain an ampR gene for selectable bacterial transformation and
the identified selection marker for yeast transformation.
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Table 2.2 Yeast strains used in this study
Name
BY4741
DS10
DNY248
FM628
ssa1Δ
ssa2Δ
fes1Δ
sse1Δ
ssa1Δssa2Δ

Genotype
MATa, his31, leu20, met15, ura30
MATα, ura3-52, lys1, lys2, trp1-1, his3-11,15, leu23112
Isogenic to BY4741, hsf1Δ::kanMX, pRS316-yHSF1
Lachancea kluyveri
BY4741, ssa1Δ::kanMX
BY4741, ssa2Δ::kanMX
BY4741, fes1Δ::HIS3
BY4741, sse1Δ::kanMX
DS10, ssa1Δ::HIS3, ssa2Δ::LEU2
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Reference
(Bachmann et al., 1998)
(Craig et al. 1984)
(Liu et al. 1997)
(Marshall et al. 2013)
KO collection
KO collection
(Abrams et al. 2014)
(Abrams et al. 2014)
(Craig et al. 1984)

METHODS

Plasmid construction
Plasmids containing HSF1 inserts were constructed with restriction digestion via a 5’
XbaI site and a 3’ XhoI site, unless otherwise noted. All plasmids were ligated and
transformed into E. coli TOP10, detailed below, and propagated for insert verification by
restriction digestion and sequencing.
To create the carboxyl-terminal FLAG-tagged constructs, the region of interest (ROI)
was amplified from BY4741 genomic DNA, FM628 genomic DNA, or purified plasmid with a
3’ primer containing a FLAG moiety (KDDDDKYD), and restriction digestion and ligation
were used to insert the ROI-FLAG amplicon into the pRS413-TEF expression vector
(Mumberg et al. 1995). pRS413-CYC-HSF1-FLAG was created using 5’ XmaI and 3’ XhoI
restriction endonuclease sites. A PCR overlap approach was used to construct the Hsp70binding site mutants (Table 2.1, pRS413-TEF-m50-100HGF, pRS413-TEF-m520-568HGF,
pRS413-TEF-hsf1-mN, pRS413-TEF-hsf1-mC, pRS413-TEF-hsf1-mNmC). Primers were
designed with nucleotide mismatches at the identified sites and used to amplify the aminoor carboxyl-terminal constructs. The resulting PCR product was then used to create the full
length HSF1 amplicons and insert and vector were subject to restriction digestion and
ligation. Constructs tagged with the dual GFP-FLAG tag were also created using PCR
overlap. Creation of pRS416-TEF-Lk-N-HGF and pRS416-TEF-Lk-C-HGF included
amplification of HSF1 nucleotides 1-498 and 1107-1671 from L. kluyveri and following the
same GFP-FLAG PCR overlap and XbaI, XhoI cloning scheme. L. kluyveri HSF1 sequence
were obtained from the yeast genome order browser and aligned as described below
through Clustal Omega (Byrne et al. 2005; Chojnacki et al. 2017).
To measure the real-time transcriptional dynamics of Hsf1, plasmid pAG413-GRE2lucCP+ (a kind gift from M. Proft, Institute for Plant Molecular and Cellular Biology, Spain)
was modified as follows (Rienzo et al. 2012). A portion of the SSA3 promoter, from
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nucleotides -236 to +14, was amplified from BY4741 genomic DNA using oligonucleotides
with SacI, XmaI sites at the 5’ and 3’ ends, respectively. Restriction digestion using SacI and
XmaI was used to liberate the GRE2 promoter and ligation was used to insert the SSA3
HSE-containing promoter. In order to switch the HIS3 cassette, the URA3 gene was
amplified from pRS416 using oligonucleotides containing homologous 5’ and 3’ regions of
the HIS3 gene and pAG413. The resulting URA3 amplicon and pAG413-HSE-lucCP+ were
co-transformed into BY4741 cells, selecting for Ura+ His- transformants arising through
homologous recombination.
Ssa1 nucleotide binding domains and substrate binding domains were liberated from
laboratory stock plasmids pRS416-GPD-ssa1-ATPase, pRS416GPD-ssa1-SBD using SpeI
and XhoI and ligated into pRS425TEF.

Bacterial transformation
Chemically competent TOP10 E. coli were transformed with plasmids, products of
ligation reactions, or digested vector (negative control) (Mandel et al. 1970). Cells were
incubated at 42°C for one minute with DNA and then incubated at 37°C after plating onto
rich medium with 100 mg/mL ampicillin used for selection.

Yeast growth and transformation
Parental yeast strains were gown on rich medium containing yeast extract, peptone,
and dextrose (YPD). Yeast strains carrying plasmids were grown on synthetic complete
medium (SC) that lacks the specific amino acid for plasmid selection. Yeast strains were
transformed as described in Gietz et al. 1995 (Gietz et al. 1995).
To express the HSF1-FLAG, hsf1-mN, hsf1-mC, and hsf1-mNmC alleles as the only
available HSF1, the DNY248 hsf1Δ::kanMX strain was used (Liu et al. 1997). This strain
carries a pRS316-yHSF1 on a plasmid to complement loss of the essential HSF1 gene.
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Plasmid shuffle was used to transform DNY248 with the FLAG-tagged HSF1 alleles and
remove pRS316-yHSF1 (Sikorski et al. 1991).
To determine growth phenotypes, strains were grown in liquid medium overnight at
30°C, sub-cultured, and incubated until an OD600 of 1.0 was reached. Cultures were then
washed in water and rich medium. Cells were then either spread onto solid media using
wooden applicators for growth plates or were serially diluted in a sterile 96-well plate and
spotted onto solid media. Plates were incubated for the designated amount of time at room
temperature (21-22°C), 30C, or 37°C to evaluate growth phenotypes. A ProteinSimple
AlphaImager Mini was used to image plates.

Cellular lysis
Cells were grown in rich or selective liquid media, pelleted in 10 ml or 50 ml conical
tubes, and frozen at -80C. Frozen cell pellets were resuspended in 500 l sterile H2O,
removed to fresh microcentrifuge tubes and then washed with 500 l of TEGN+PI (20 mM
Tris HCl, pH 7.9, 0.5 M EDTA, 10% glycerol, 50 mM NaCl, appropriate amount of 500x
protease inhibitor stock) (Verghese et al. 2012b). The pellet was resuspended in 200 l
TEGN+PI by pipetting and glass beads were added for a total volume of 300 l. Samples
were vortexed six times in one-minute cycles of vortex and ice incubation. Lysates were
clarified by 4°C centrifugation at 4,600 xg for seven minutes and were removed to new
microcentrifuge tubes. Sample protein concentration was determined by a Bradford assay
performed in 96-well plate format. Standard well concentrations were 0, 1.64, 3.23, 4.76,
and 6.25 ng/μl made from a BSA stock solution at 100 μg/ml. Total cell lysates were loaded
into individual wells, in triplicate, after a 1:10 dilution into sterile, deionized H2O. 150 μl
Bradford reagent was added to all wells equally, and gently mixed by pipette prior to
absorbance detection in a BioTek Synergy Mx plate reader with Gen5 v2.04 software
(BioTek Instruments). Remaining lysate was removed to new microcentrifuge tubes and the
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corresponding amount of 6X (350 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 36% glycerol (v/v), 10% SDS (w/v),
5% β-mercaptoethanol (w/v), and 0.012% Bromophenol Blue (w/v)) or 2X (200 mM TrusHCl, pH 6.8, 36% glycerol (v/v), 0.8% SDS, 6 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.4% Bromophenol
Blue) loading buffer was added to a final concentration of 1X. Samples were then boiled at
65°C for 10 minutes and stored at -20°C if not immediately used.

FLAG immunoprecipitation
Proteins were isolated as described above, with 5 μl used to measure protein
concentration and 20 μl lysate saved for western blot analysis of total cellular extracts. 30 ml
of mid-log phase cells were lysed, and the total cell lysate was combined with anti-FLAG M2
Affinity gel (Sigma) and rocked for 2 hours at 4°C in a total volume of 700 μl TEGN+PI.
Beads were washed eight times with 750 μl TEGN+PI and proteins were eluted at room
temperature for 25 minutes in the presence of 40 μl FLAG peptide (200 μg/mL). 6X SDS
sample buffer was added for a final concentration of 1X to cell lysates and
immunoprecipitated samples before boiling at 65°C for 10 minutes.

Western blotting
Protein samples were loaded into a 10% or 12% SDS-PAGE gel for separation and
then wet tank transfer was used to transfer proteins to a PVDF membrane. Membranes
were blocked for a minimum of 15 minutes in 5% non-fat milk in TBST (1X TBS, 0.1%
Tween-20) or 3% non-fat milk in TBS (1X TBS). Antibodies were diluted to working
concentrations in the milk indicated below. To detect FLAG-tagged proteins, membranes
were incubated with the -FLAG (Sigma) primary monoclonal antibody at a 1:4000 working
concentration in 3% milk TBS for one hour, rinsed with 1X TBS, and secondary goat mouse IgG-HRP at 1:4000 was applied for one hour prior to four, three-minute 1X TBS
washes. Both -Ssa1/2 (a generous gift of M. Ptashne, Sloan Kettering Institute) and Hsp90 (kind provided by Dr. Avrom Caplan, CUNY, NY) were diluted into 5% milk TBST at
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1:10000 and 1:4000, respectively, and applied for 45 minutes. The goat -rabbit IgG-HRP
was diluted into 5% milk TBST at a working concentration of 1:4000 and also applied for 45
minutes following four, three-minute 1X TBST washes. Membranes were washed after
secondary incubation for four, three-minutes washes of TBST. After the final wash,
membranes were sprayed with HyGLO chemiluminescent detection reagent (Thomas
Scientific) briefly before exposure and imaged on a GE ImageQuant LAS 4000 Mini. In
experiments where protein levels are compared, protein bands were quantitated using
Image Studio Lite (LiCor). Cellular lysis, immunoprecipitation, and western blots of each
construct were performed a minimum of three times, and representative images are shown.

Yeast RNA isolation and quantitative reverse transcriptase real-time PCR
Cells were grown on 20 ml YPD media at 30°C, or heat shocked at 37°C for 15
minutes, harvested at OD600= 0.7, centrifuged and the pellet was immediately frozen in
Liquid Nitrogen. Total RNA was isolated by hot phenol method as previously described
(Ausubel et al. 2000).
The iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad) was used to convert 1 μg of RNA to cDNA
for quantitative reverse transcriptase real-time PCR (qRT-PCR). Standard methods of
quantitation were used to calculate the relative expression of target genes HSP82, BTN2,
SSA3 and SSA4 following qRT-PCR with iTaq Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad)
(Nolan et al. 2006). Due to variance in ACT1 gene expression in response to heat shock,
TAF10 was used as the normalization control gene. All experiments were conducted with
three biological replicates. Significance was calculated using GraphPad QuickCalcs Welch’s
unpaired t-test calculator. One-way ANOVA was calculated using GoodCalculators.

RNA sequencing
RNA was isolated as above with three independent biological replicates per sample
and sample quality assessed via qRT-PCR; sequencing, quality control, and alignment to
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the S. cerevisiae genome were performed by Novogene. RNA was sequenced by pairedend 150 base pair Illumina sequencing, and approximately 20 million reads passed quality
control with over 85% uniquely mapped to S. cerevisiae ORFs through Tophat (v2.0.12).
Gene expression was analyzed on the HTSeq platform (v0.6.1), with analysis and
normalization of differential expression by DESeq (1.12.0). Transcript read counts were
visualized in the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) software available from the Broad
Institute (Robinson et al. 2011). Normalized and corrected FKPM values, as supplied by
Novogene, were analyzed in Microsoft Excel.

Sequence alignments
HSF amino acid sequences were obtained from the Saccharomyces Genome
Database (SGD, yeastgenome.org), the Yeast Gene Order Browser (ygob.ucd.ie), the
publicly accessible Ensemble Genome Browser 96 (useast.ensemble.org), and from the
NCBI protein database (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein) (Byrne et al. 2005; Chojnaki et al. 2017;
Hunt et al. 2018). These sequences were aligned using the EMBL-EBI Clustal Omega
program (ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/). Alignment of human and yeast domain sequences
was carried out by EMBOSS Water for identity and similarity calculations
(ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_water/).

LIMBO analysis
HSF amino acid sequences were obtained as described above. Sequences were
submitted to the publicly accessible website server and processed by the LIMBO algorithm
with parameters set to high sensitivity (limbo.switchlab.org) (Van Durme et al. 2009).

Real-time luciferase assay
Cells expressing the pHSE-lucCP+ plasmid were grown to mid-log phase at 30°C.
Hsf1 activity was determined by adding luciferin (final concentration 0.5 mM) and distributing
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150 μl aliquots of the cultures into a white 96-well plate (Lumitrac 200, Greiner). Cells were
incubated in the Synergy MX Microplate reader (Biotek Instruments) at 37°C for 90 minutes
and luminescence was read every three minutes (Rienzo et al. 2012). Graph was prepared
using GraphPad Prism 7.

β-galactosidase assay
Cells were transformed with pSSA3-lacZ, in which the HSE from the SSA3 promoter
controls expression of β-galactosidase and grown to mid-log phase at 30°C (Liu et al. 1997).
50 μl of cell culture was added to white 96-well plate (Lumitrac 200, Greiner) along with 50
μl of Beta-Glo reagent (Promega Corporation). The plate was gently shaken for 10 sec in
the Synergy MX Microplate reader (Biotek Instruments) and incubated for 30 min at 30°C
before luminescence was read. As a negative control, 50 μl of water was mixed with 50 μl of
Beta-Glo reagent. β-galactosidase activity was calculated using the following equation: 𝛽 −
𝑔𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

(𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑥 2)−(𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑥 2)
(𝑂𝐷 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒−𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑂𝐷 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘)

Disorder prediction
The amino acid sequence of Hsf1, retrieved from yeastgenome.org, was input into
DisEMBL v1.5 (http://dis.embl.de/), DISOPRED3
(http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/?disopred=1), and PSIPRED v4.0
(http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/?disopred=1) using the default options, and outputs were
visually compared for similar disorder (Linding et al. 2003; McGuffin et al. 2000; Ward et al.
2004).
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CHAPTER 3
Investigating the interaction between Hsp70 and Hsf1

This chapter includes data from Peffer S, Gonçalves DL, Morano KA. Regulation of
the Hsf1-dependent transcriptome via conserved bipartite contacts with Hsp70
promotes survival in yeast. (Submitted). All contributions are from work performed by
Peffer, S.
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INTRODUCTION
Hsf1 is an essential protein in yeast and is found localized to the nucleus where it
can bind DNA (Jakobsen et al. 1988; Sorger et al. 1988). Hsf1 is not highly transcriptionally
active during optimal conditions and only under a proteotoxic stress does Hsf1 drive high
levels of transcription from target genes (Jakobsen et al. 1991; Zheng et al. 2016). In
metazoans, HSF1 is localized to the cytosol during non-stress, and is thought to be directly
inhibited by the molecular chaperone HSP90 to prevent trimerization and translocation into
the nucleus (Ali et al. 1998; Zuo et al. 1998). However, human HSF1 can be bound to DNA
and remain inactive, suggesting that in yeast and possibly metazoans, HSF is
transcriptionally repressed during optimal growth conditions (Guo et al. 2001). The
prevailing hypothesis is that repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity is maintained by the
presence of molecular chaperones that interact with Hsf1 and upon a proteotoxic stress,
dissociate from Hsf1 in order to assist misfolded proteins. Hsf1 is then able to interact with
the transcriptional machinery to activate transcription of its target genes, including the
production of more molecular chaperones which are then able to attenuate Hsf1 activity
(Figure 3.1). This hypothesis is based on genetic and biochemical studies undertaken in
yeast and metazoan cells (Chapter 1).
The loss of functional Hsp90 molecular chaperones, such as through chemical
inhibition by the Hsp90-specific inhibitor geldanamycin or through genetic deletion of Hsp90
or its cofactors, results in de-repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity (Duina et al. 1998;
Neef et al. 2011). HSP90 has also been shown to directly interact with monomeric HSF1 in
unstressed human cells and this interaction dissociates upon a proteotoxic stress,
suggesting that HSP90 may repress trimerization and translocation of HSF1 (Guo et al.
2001; Zuo et al. 1998). Hsp70 has also been implicated in the regulation of Hsf1 activity and
has been shown to associate with human HSF1 activation domains in vitro and in vivo
(Abravaya et al. 1992; Baler et al. 1992; Shi et al. 1998). Furthermore, in yeast, functional
depletion of the constitutively expressed Hsp70 chaperones, Ssa1 and Ssa2, or the Hsp70
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Figure 3.1 Model for HSF regulation. HSF1 is maintained as a monomer in the cytosol by
molecular chaperones (Hsps) in mammalian cells. Upon a proteotoxic stress, the Hsps are
titrated by misfolded proteins, allowing HSF1 to trimerize and translocate into the nucleus. In
yeast, Hsf1 is found within the nucleus and pre-bound to promoters of target genes. In both
humans and yeast, Hsps also associate with Hsf1 in order to repress its transcriptional
activity while DNA bound. Proteotoxic stress titrates away Hsps, allowing activation of Hsf1
and the HSR. Structure for HSF from Jaeger et al. 2016, color modified and used with
permission (License No. 4552090200678).
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co-chaperone Sse1 also leads to de-repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity (Craig et al.
1984; Liu et al. 1999).
In a recent study, the Hsp70 Ssa1 was identified as a sensor for the activation of the
HSR in response to thiol-reactive stress (Wang et al. 2012). In thiol-reactive activation of the
HSR, de-repression was shown to depend on the reactivity of those molecules, as treatment
with DTT was able to prevent activation of the HSR (Trott et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2012).
Ssa1 has three cysteines, two of which are exposed on the external surface of the
nucleotide binding domain and can be directly modified (Wang et al. 2012). When these
cysteines are replaced with serine, Hsf1 is no longer activated in response to thiol-reactive
stress but maintains its ability to respond to thermal stress. Conversely, when the cysteine
residues are substituted with the oxidation mimetic aspartic acid, Hsf1 is constitutively
activated, suggesting that Ssa1 is a sensor for HSR activation. This is further supported by
recent work that demonstrated that Ssa1/2 (Ssa) are able to directly bind to Hsf1 and this
association is rapidly released within five minutes of exposure to a thermal stress, and
already begins re-establishing by 15 minutes (Zheng et al. 2016). How Ssa acts to repress
Hsf1 transcriptional activity, however, remains unknown.
Repression of Hsf1 activity occurs while Hsf1 is trimerized and DNA bound,
indicating that preventing Hsf1 transcriptional activity likely occurs through an interaction
between Ssa and the activation domains of Hsf1 (Jakobsen et al. 1991). Both transcriptional
activation domains are transcriptionally active and were characterized by translational
fusions of either the amino-terminal activation domain (N-AD) or carboxyl-terminal activation
domain (C-AD) to an unrelated DNA binding protein. Fusion of either domain resulted in
transcriptional activity that can be induced upon heat shock, suggesting each domain can be
repressed independently (Jakobsen et al. 1991; Nieto-Sotelo et al. 1990; Sorger 1990).
Furthermore, truncation of the N-AD (residues 1-147) from Hsf1 results in constitutive HSR
activity, as does an internal deletion spanning residues 40-147 (Sorger 1990). Similarly, an
internal deletion of amino acids 532-552 of the C-AD, a region that is highly conserved
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between S. cerevisiae and Kluyveromyces lactis and rich in serine residues, termed the
‘CE2’ (conserved element 2) also results in constitutive Hsf1 activity (Jakobsen et al. 1991).
These data suggest that there are at least two repressive elements within Hsf1, one in each
transcriptional activation domain, however it is unknown how this repression occurs and if
these domains are also Hsp70-binding sites. Understanding how Hsp70/Ssa interacts with
Hsf1 is critical to understanding how Hsf1 is maintained in a repressed state during optimal
growth conditions.
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RESULTS
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Hsp70/Ssa interacts with Hsf1
To begin to address how Hsp70/Ssa interacts with Hsf1, I used a plasmid-based
Hsf1-FLAG construct (Figure 3.2 A) that had been placed under the control of one of three
constitutive promoters – the native HSF1 promoter, which has very low expression levels,
the CYC promoter with moderately higher expression levels, and the TEF promoter, which
has relatively high levels of expression (Mumberg et al. 1995). The addition of the FLAG
moiety does not disrupt essential Hsf1 function and all three expression systems
complement lethality in DNY248, an hsf1Δ mutant, as tested previously (Wang,
unpublished).
In order to determine which expression system would be best suited for
immunoprecipitation-based studies of Hsf1 protein interactions, I evaluated the expression
levels of these constructs in BY4741 through protein extraction, FLAG immunoprecipitation,
and western blot analysis with both α-Hsf1 and α-FLAG primary antibodies (Figure 3.2 B).
In the cellular lysate with the amount of total protein loaded onto the SDS-PAGE normalized
by Bradford assay, TEF based expression of Hsf1-FLAG produced the most reliable signal
upon protein extraction whereas expression from the native HSF1 promoter was
undetectable and the CYC based expression was faint and unreliable upon visual inspection
of the α-Hsf1 western blots (Figure 3.2 B, bottom). Although FLAG immunoprecipitation
increased the visible signal in both α-Hsf1 and α-FLAG western blots, the TEF promoter
remained the strongest and produced most reliable signal for capturing Hsf1-FLAG on
western blots (Figure 3.2 B, top). Additionally, growth assays were performed using wildtype cells carrying empty vector, as well as the HSF1, CYC, and TEF expression vectors to
ensure that these cells did not exhibit a severe growth defect due to gain-of-function toxicity
with the exogenous expression of Hsf1-FLAG (Figure 3.2C). The expression of Hsf1-FLAG
from both the HSF1 and CYC promoter was well tolerated by the cells, and expression from
the TEF promoter produced a mild slow growth phenotype. This is likely due to a slight
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Figure 3.2 Expression of Hsf1-FLAG constructs in BY4741. A. Schematic of S. cerevisiae
Hsf1 with carboxyl-terminal FLAG tag. B. The TEF promoter produces a consistently visible
band, compared to the HSF1 and CYC promoters, via Western blot analysis following total
protein extraction and FLAG immunoprecipitation. Protein loads were normalized by protein
concentration as determined by Bradford assay. Primary antibodies as indicated. C. Growth
of cells expressing Hsf1-FLAG from the indicated promoters at 30°C and 37°C, overexpression results in mild slow growth.
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upregulation of the HSR being driven by the extra Hsf1 being produced in these cells (Wang
2012).

Hsf1 interacts with Ssa, but not Hsp90, before and after heat shock
To assess whether the molecular chaperones Ssa and Hsp90 associate with Hsf1FLAG, I performed FLAG immunoprecipitation of Hsf1-FLAG along with a negative control,
GFP-FLAG (Figure 3.3 A). Both Ssa and Hsp90 have the potential to interact with Hsf1FLAG in a regulatory manner prior to heat shock as well as during attenuation, which
restores Hsf1 activity to basal levels even during a prolonged heat shock (Hashikawa et al.
2004). In this assay, cells were grown in liquid cultures in optimal conditions at 30°C and
moved to a 37°C heat shock at time 0, and time points were taken at defined 30-minute
intervals over the course of a prolonged 90-minute heat shock. Cells were then lysed, and
proteins extracted for FLAG immunoprecipitation to evaluate whether either Ssa and/or
Hsp90 interacts with Hsf1 before, at the peak of the HSR (30 min), and during extended
attenuation (60 min, 90 min). Through western blot analysis, I determined that while Hsp90
does not co-immunoprecipitate with Hsf1-FLAG at the time points 0, 30, 60, or 90, Ssa coimmunoprecipitates with Hsf1-FLAG throughout these time points (Figure 3.3 B).
Additionally, as a control I included GFP-FLAG and was unable to co-immunoprecipitate
either Hsp90 or Ssa. This indicates that Ssa specifically interacts with Hsf1 and is the
primary molecular chaperone that modulates its transcriptional activity. This supports data
presented in Zheng et al. 2016 in which Ssa is shown to only briefly dissociate from Hsf1
during the initial 15 minutes of heat shock (Zheng et al. 2016).

Hsp70/Ssa interacts with both Hsf1 activation domains
Although it has been established that Ssa associates with Hsf1, it remains unknown
how this interaction represses Hsf1 transcriptional activity (Zheng et al. 2016). To investigate
the hypothesis that Ssa is capable of interacting with both activation domains in order to
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Figure 3.3 Ssa, but not Hsp90, co-immunoprecipitates with Hsf1-FLAG. A. Schematic
of Hsf1 with carboxyl-terminal FLAG-tag and control protein GFP-FLAG. B. Ssa/Hsp70, but
not Hsp90, co-immunoprecipitates with Hsf1-FLAG before heat shock and during attenuation
which begins at 30-minutes. Protein loads were normalized by the protein concentration as
determined by Bradford assay. Primary antibodies are labeled to the right of the western
blots.
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repress Hsf1, I created a truncation of the amino-terminal activation domain (NAD), residues
1-147, as well as increasing truncations of the carboxyl-terminus from residue 583 to 327
(Figure 3.4 A). As mentioned previously, truncation of residues 1-147 results in constitutive
de-repression of Hsf1 activity, which implies that Ssa may lose association with this
truncated Hsf1 (Sorger 1990). However, upon FLAG immunoprecipitation, Ssa is able to coimmunoprecipitate with the 147-833-Hsf1-FLAG (HF) construct (Figure 3.4 B).
The carboxyl-terminal truncations were made based on studies previously published
that characterize Hsf1 activation domain potential. These truncations are stable and can be
expressed in yeast, with varying degrees of complementation in an hsf1Δ strain (Sorger
1990). The loss of residues 584-833 removes a large portion of the identified C-AD,
whereas the 1-532HF construct is a nearly complete loss of the C-AD, including the highly
conserved CE2 region (Figure 3.4 A). If there is only one site where Ssa interacts with Hsf1,
and it is found within the C-AD, this construct should not co-immunoprecipitate Ssa.
However, it is possible that the interaction occurs closer to the oligomerization domain and
thus, I constructed truncations 1-486HF, 1-449HF, and 1-327HF to also remove the linker
region between the C-AD and the oligomerization domain. Surprisingly, despite the loss of
the C-AD, as well as the oligomerization domain, Ssa was able to co-immunoprecipitate with
all constructs, including the 1-327HF construct. Together, with the 147-833HF construct,
these results suggest that either Ssa interacts with Hsf1-FLAG at both activation domains, or
within residues 147-327, the DNA-binding domain (DBD).
To determine whether Ssa associated with the activation domains, or interacted with
the DBD, a 327-833-Hsf1-GFP-FLAG (HGF) and a 147-327HGF construct were created
(Figure 3.5 A). FLAG immunoprecipitation revealed that Ssa co-immunoprecipitated with
327-833HGF but did not co-immunoprecipitate either GFP-FLAG or 147-327HGF constructs
(Figure 3.5 B). Through FLAG immunoprecipitation and western blots of these Hsf1-FLAG
and Hsf1-GFP-FLAG constructs, I have determined that Ssa likely interacts with both the NAD and C-AD of Hsf1.
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Figure 3.4 Ssa co-immunoprecipitates with Hsf1 amino- and carboxyl-terminal
truncations. A. Schematic of Hsf1-FLAG amino- and carboxyl-terminal truncation
constructs. B. Ssa co-immunoprecipitates with all of the Hsf1-FLAG truncation constructs,
total protein levels (not shown) normalized via Bradford assay. Antibodies indicated on the
right.
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Figure 3.5 Ssa does not stably co-immunoprecipitate with residues 147-327 of Hsf1. A.
Schematic of GFP and Hsf1-GFP constructs with carboxyl-terminal FLAG tag. B. Ssa coimmunoprecipitates with full length Hsf1-FLAG and 327-833HGF but does not stably interact
with GFP-FLAG or 147-327HGF. Protein loads normalized by Bradford assay and primary
antibodies indicated to the right.
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Residues 50-100, 520-568 of Hsf1 associate with Ssa and contain Hsp70-binding sites.
Given that both the N-AD and the C-AD are able to associate with Ssa, and that an
internal deletion of residues 40-147 of the N-AD leads to constitutive de-repression of Hsf1
activity, I created progressively truncated constructs of the N-AD (Sorger 1990) (Figure 3.6
A). As shown previously, the entire N-AD is able to co-immunoprecipitate Ssa, and that
interaction in maintained in the 1-100HGF construct (Figure 3.6 B). However, when the NAD is further separated and residues 1-50 and 50-100 are expressed, Ssa only coimmunoprecipitated with the 50-100HGF construct. This indicates residues 50-100 of the NAD are sufficient to confer Ssa association to the unrelated, non-binding construct GFPFLAG.
Similarly, I created truncations of the C-AD fused to GFP-FLAG to determine where
Ssa interacts in this domain, starting with a 520-833HGF construct that encompasses the
entire C-AD. The constructs were then made progressively smaller from the amino-terminus
with 564-833HGF lacking the conserved CE2 region (Figure 3.7 A). Following FLAG
immunoprecipitation, only the 520-833 HGF C-AD construct co-immunoprecipitated Ssa
(Figure 3.7 B). Ssa did not immunoprecipitate with any of the smaller constructs - 564833HGF, 594-833HGF, or 690-833HGF. With this result, I concluded that Ssa interacts
within residues 520-564 of the C-AD. Altogether, the N-AD and C-AD truncation experiments
narrowed the region for Ssa association and potential repressive elements to residues 50100 of the N-AD, and residues 520-564 of the C-AD. These results are consistent with
previous work in which the loss of residues 40-147, or the entire N-AD (residues 1-147),
results in constitutive de-repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity (Sorger 1990).
Additionally, the loss of a 20 amino acid sequence from 532-552 also results in constitutive
Hsf1 activity, suggesting that Ssa is interacting at or close to sites that are important for
repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity (Jakobsen et al. 1991).
In order to identify the Ssa binding sites within 50-100HGF and 520-564HGF, I
submitted the amino acid sequence of Hsf1 to the publicly available algorithm, LIMBO (van
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Figure 3.6 Residues 50-100 of the amino-terminal activation domain are sufficient for
Ssa interaction. A. Schematic of Hsf1 amino-terminal activation domain constructs fused to
GFP-FLAG. B. Ssa co-immunoprecipitates with amino-terminal residues 1-100 and 50-100,
but not 1-50. Primary antibodies labeled on the right and lysate protein concentrations
normalized by Bradford Assay.
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Figure 3.7 Ssa co-immunoprecipitates with C-AD constructs containing residues 520563. A. Schematic of Hsf1 C-AD constructs with carboxyl-terminal GFP-FLAG tag, with
positive 50-100 HGF control. B. Co-immunoprecipitation of Ssa with Hsf1 carboxyl-terminal
constructs requires residues 520-564. Primary antibodies indicated to the right and protein
loads were normalized by protein concentration as determined by Bradford assay.
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Durme et al. 2009). This software is based on the binding preferences of DnaK, the bacterial
Hsp70 homolog, and applies a binding score to sequences trained on a benchmark set of
heptapeptides known and experimentally-proven to be substrates of DnaK. This algorithm
was used to analyze potential Hsp70-binding sequences in Hsf1 on high sensitivity
parameters, which identifies potential sites that score above an 8.26 with 91% accuracy.
Between residues 50-100, one site was identified from amino acids 92 to 96 that scored a
9.2, THLVRRG. Additionally, within 520-564, three overlapping sites were identified and
stretch from 533-543 with scores of 10.3, 18.9 and 16.9, YKQRYLLKNRA (Figure 3.8 A).
These scores indicate that both regions are likely sites that Hsp70 recognizes as substrates
and can interact with Ssa1 if the residues are exposed. I then used LIMBO to design
mutations within the core of each recognized sequence that best disrupted the Hsp70binding potential, THLVRRG became THLSAHRG and each of the overlapping sites within
YKQRYLLKNRA was also disrupted with the substitution of the fourth through seventh
residues to YKQRSSSKNRA (Figure 3.8 A). Neither of these mutations registers as a
potential binding site through the LIMBO algorithm when set on its widest allowed margin of
error (20%). Upon expression and FLAG immunoprecipitation, Ssa co-immunoprecipitated
with both the wild type 50-100HGF and 520-568 HGF constructs (Figure 3.8 B). However,
Ssa did not immunoprecipitate with either the mutant of the 50-100HGF construct, m50100HGF, nor with the mutant of the 520-568HGF construct, m520-568HGF. Therefore, Ssa
recognizes Hsp70-binding sites within both the N-AD and the C-AD, and this interaction may
prevent Hsf1 from activating transcription during optimal growth conditions.
There have been no structures solved for either the N-AD or C-AD; although binding
partners often stabilize unstructured proteins, the N-AD remained unstructured
even in the presence of DNA (Cho et al. 1996; Tompa 2002). Furthermore, in order for Ssa
to interact with the Hsf1 N-AD and C-AD, the identified sites must be exposed. These data
suggest that the N-AD and C-AD may both be unstructured domains, and this is supported
by the fragmentation visible of the N-AD (Figure 3.6 B) as well as the C-AD constructs
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Figure 3.8 LIMBO-derived mutations mitigate Ssa interaction with Hsf1 N-AD and CAD. A. Schematic of Hsf1 with sequence of the identified Ssa interaction sites. LIMBO
analysis found two regions of potential Hsp70-binding sites, highlighted in red text.
Substitutions made to abrogate potential Hsp70-binding shown below wild-type sequence.
B. Ssa associates with wild-type Hsf1 sequences but abolishing the Hsp70-binding site
(denotated by the ‘m’) abrogates Ssa co-immunoprecipitation. Primary antibodies indicated.
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(Figure 3.8 B), a characteristic of unstructured or disordered proteins (Linding et al. 2003).
In both cases, the truncated products are still captured using FLAG antisera, and appear
close in size to GFP-FLAG, indicating that the ADs are being cleaved and not the GFPFLAG. To verify that the N-AD and C-AD are likely disordered regions, I used several in
silico disorder prediction algorithms freely available on the internet. These included
DisEMBL, which identifies regions that do not have obvious structure and high mobility as
potentially disordered, DISOPRED, which was trained on a large set of low-complexity and
disordered sequences, and PSIPred, which is built to recognize the potential secondary
structures of a protein’s conformation (Linding et al. 2003; McGuffin et al. 2000; Ward et al.
2004).
Each of the algorithms identified both the N-AD and C-AD as having little to no
secondary structures and high propensity for disorder. The DISOPRED server output
presented a graph in which the amino acid position is placed on the x-axis and the
confidence for disorder is graphed on the y-axis for each position (Figure 3.9). Confidence
scores below 0.5 indicate that the region is likely ordered and has structure whereas scores
above 0.5 indicate a high confidence that the region is unstructured and disordered.
Analysis of the Hsf1 amino acid sequence places the very structured DNA-binding domain
and oligomerization domain in the bottom half of the graph (low confidence of disorder) and
the N-AD and C-AD in the upper half of the graph (high confidence of disorder). Disorder, or
lack of structure, is a feature shared amongst eukaryotic transcription factors and other
regulatory proteins, hypothesized to allow abundant protein-protein interactions and posttranslational modifications to occur (Liu et al. 2002). In Hsf1 both the N-AD and C-AD are
likely disordered regions that are solvent exposed, so they can be bound by Ssa to repress
Hsf1 transcriptional activity during optimal conditions, and during a proteotoxic stress, are
available to interact with co-transcriptional machinery in order to activate transcription.
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Figure 3.9 Hsf1 activation domains are intrinsically disordered. DisoPred2 intrinsic
disorder profile of Hsf1 amino acid sequence (Ward et al. 2004). Top, schematic of Hsf1
protein domains is aligned with the amino acid position on the graph. Amino-terminal
activation domain (N-AD, yellow), DNA-binding domain (DBD, purple), oligomerization
domain (3X, purple), and carboxyl-terminal activation domain (C-AD, blue). Bottom,
confidence score above 0.5 indicate a likely disordered region, confidence score below 0.5
indicates likely ordered. Hsf1 N-AD and C-AD are primarily disordered, whereas the DBD
and 3X are structured.
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Interaction between Hsf1 and Hsp70 depends on the Hsp70 substrate binding domain.
Hsp70 chaperone proteins are composed of an amino-terminal nucleotide binding
domain (NBD) connected by a flexible linker to a substrate binding domain (SBD). Cycles of
binding and release of substrate proteins to the SBD are controlled by ATPase activity within
the NBD, further influenced by partner proteins including Hsp40 co-chaperones and
nucleotide exchange factors that bind the NBD (Mayer et al. 2005). Ssa1 has been shown to
directly bind Hsf1 within the CE2 motif in the C-AD in a manner that can be competed by
decoy constructs that contain one or more iterations of this motif (Krakowiak et al. 2018).
Additionally, the N-AD repressive element contained within 50-100 HGF is also capable of
acting as a decoy for Ssa (Figure 3.10 A). Expression of 50-100 HGF in a ssa1Δ or ssa2Δ
depletion background, and to a lesser extent the wild-type BY4741, results in activation of
Hsf1 transcriptional activity (Figure 3.10 B). The transcriptional activity of Hsf1 was
measured using a β-galactosidase reporter assay in which the HSEs from the stressinducible SSA3 promoter control expression of β-galactosidase (Boorstein et al. 1990;
Morano et al. 1999).
I have shown that an additional Ssa-interacting region is localized to the N-AD and
resides between residues 50-100 using Hsf1 fragments fused to GFP-FLAG (Figure 3.8 B).
These findings are consistent with a model whereby Hsp70 interacts with two distinct
regions of Hsf1, presumably via direct binding by the SBD. To test this hypothesis, we
generated plasmids expressing each Hsp70 functional domain independently (Figure 3.11
A). The isolated Hsp70 SBD is capable of recognizing and stably binding substrate, and the
NBD is also an independently folding unit (Flaherty et al. 1990; Zhu et al. 1996). The portion
of the Hsf1 C-AD containing the CE2 Ssa binding element fused to GFP-FLAG (520568HGF) and the N-AD fusion (50-100HGF) were co-expressed in cells with either the
Ssa1-NBD or -SBD and co-immunoprecipitations performed. Both Hsf1 constructs exhibited
binding to endogenous Ssa1 as well as the isolated SBD, but not the NBD (Figure 3.11 B).
Neither full length Ssa1 nor the isolated domains associated with the control GFP-FLAG
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Figure 3.10 Overexpression of 50-100HGF leads to de-repression of Hsf1 activity. A.
Model for competing 50-100HGF against endogenous Hsf1 for Ssa. B. Over-expression of
the N-AD binding site results in an increase in Hsf1 transcriptional activity. The fold Hsf1
activation is normalized to the EV of each strain. Results are the average of three
independent experiments, error bars calculated by standard deviation.
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Figure 3.11 Hsf1-FLAG constructs are recognized by Ssa substrate binding domain.
A. Schematic of the experimental set-up, in which Ssa is split within the linker region
connecting the SBD and NBD and co-expressed with the 50-100 and 520-568 HGF
constructs. B. Ssa SBD (right), but not the NBD (left), co-immunoprecipitates with Hsf1 NAD and C-AD GFP-FLAG constructs. Primary antibodies used as indicated.
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protein. These data indicate that Ssa1 is likely recognizing motifs within Hsf1 as substrates
via the peptide binding cleft within the SBD.

The Hsp70-Hsf1 chaperone switch may be conserved in ancestrally related yeast
The presence of additional protein sequence amino-terminal to the DBD is a unique
feature of some fungal species, including the yeast Lachancea kluyveri, a yeast related to
the ancestor of S. cerevisiae (Kellis et al. 2004). We therefore speculated that if this region
also functions as a transcriptional AD, it may also be regulated by Hsp70. In order to test
this theory, and to further validate the chaperone interaction model, we aligned the L.
kluyveri and S. cerevisiae Hsf1 amino acid sequences and used the LIMBO algorithm to
identify potential Hsp70 binding sites within the N-AD and C-AD regions (Figure 3.12).
Protein fusions were generated between the L. kluyveri N-AD or C-AD and the GFP-FLAG
moiety. Initially, we expressed the L. kluyveri constructs in S. cerevisiae and successfully coimmunoprecipitated S. cerevisiae Hsp70, but not Hsp90, with both fusions but not the GFPFLAG control (Figure 3.13). We then moved the same plasmids to the L. kluyveri ura3 strain
and verified that our anti-Ssa antisera recognized the endogenous Ssa protein (Marshall et
al. 2013). Upon FLAG immunoprecipitation, the L. kluyveri Hsp70 specifically associated
with both protein fusions (Figure 3.13). These results provide additional evidence that
Hsp70 interacts with fungal Hsf1 transcription factors through independent binding sites
located within conserved domains, suggesting conservation of the chaperone switch.
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Figure 3.12 Conserved sequences within the N-AD and C-AD of S. cerevisiae and L.
kluyveri. Schematic of S. cerevisiae and L. kluyveri Hsf1 proteins with sequence alignments
of LIMBO-identified potential Hsp70 recognition sites within both ADs highlighted in the
bottom half of the panel.
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Figure 3.13 Ancestrally related L. kluyveri yeast demonstrate potential for Hsp70mediated regulation of Hsf1 activity. A. Ssa1, but not Hsp90, co- immunoprecipitates with
L. kluyveri N-AD (Lk-N-HGF) and C-AD (Lk-C-HGF) protein fusions when expressed in S.
cerevisiae. B. The presumptive L. kluyveri Ssa homolog, but not Hsp90, coimmunoprecipitates with L. kluyveri N-AD (Lk-N-HGF) and C-AD (Lk-C-HGF) protein fusions
when expressed in L. kluyveri.
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Previous studies in both metazoan and yeast cells have implicated Hsp90 in
regulation of Hsf1 activity however, this study and others demonstrate that Hsp70 is the
stress sensor (Krakowiak et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2016; Zuo et al. 1988).
Throughout an extended heat shock from pre-heat shock to attenuation, Ssa stably
associates with Hsf1 at defined time points, whereas Hsp90 does not. The results of this
study provide insight into the interaction between Ssa and Hsf1.
Truncation analysis revealed that Ssa is capable of interacting with both the N-AD
and C-AD of Hsf1, this was not unexpected as previous studies identified the potential for
repressive elements within both the N-AD and C-AD (Sorger et al. 1987b; Sorger 1990).
Further characterization, through co-immunoprecipitation and LIMBO in silico analysis to
identify potential Hsp70-binding sites, isolated short peptides that are essential for Ssa to
interact with the N-AD and C-AD (van Durme et al. 2009). In agreement with LIMBO
analysis, the substrate binding function of Ssa is necessary to interact with the N-AD and CAD. Furthermore, Pincus and colleagues have shown, through in vitro binding assays, that
Ssa is able to directly interact with CE2, the binding site located within the C-AD (Krakowiak
et al. 2018). It is likely that Ssa is also able to directly interact with the N-AD however, the
co-immunoprecipitation experiments in this thesis do not discount the possibility of an
indirect interaction. Additional testing with the purified N-AD binding site and Ssa by
fluorescence polarization could be used to determine whether this interaction is also a result
of direct binding.
In addition to containing Hsp70-binding sites, both the N-AD and C-AD are also
largely unstructured, a frequent characteristic of eukaryotic regulators (Linding et al. 2003).
Although disordered domains are not inherently chaperone substrates, disordered proteins
have conformational flexibility, which can allow for various protein-protein interactions to
occur (Hegyi et al. 2008). Hsf1 not only interacts with Ssa, but also with protein kinases in
order to undergo extensive phosphorylation events involved in tuning the magnitude of the
HSR (Chu et al. 1998; Murshid et al. 2010). Interactions between Hsf1 N-AD and C-AD with
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other proteins, including Ssa, kinases, or other transcriptional machinery, may allow Hsf1
activation domains to adopt secondary conformations. Understanding more about Hsf1
structure could provide a platform for the design of pharmaceuticals that target Hsf1 in order
to activate or reduce transcriptional activity. Purified activation domains could be studied for
variation in structure upon addition of known protein-interaction partners such as the Ssa
SBD, through NMR spectroscopy (Frueh et al. 2013). The CE2, while part of the largely
unstructured C-AD, is actually predicted to form a small α-helix, reminiscent of a structure
found in mammalian HSF1 that is capable of interacting with the oligomerization domain to
repress activity and unfolds during proteotoxic stress (Chen et al. 1993; Hentze et al. 2016;
Rabindran et al. 1993). It is possible a similar event occurs in yeast cells, in which unfolding
of this small CE2 region allows Hsf1 to adopt a conformation preferred by transcription
machinery. In this scenario, the C-AD would lose structure or change structure in NMR
structural studies in the presence of a thermal stress. On the other hand, Ssa1 binds to the
CE2 and this may prevent the α-helix from forming while titration of Ssa1 by unfolded
proteins allows the α-helix to fold.
The interaction between molecular chaperones, such as Ssa, and Hsf1 to repress
transcriptional activity is likely a mechanism for HSR repression in other eukaryotes as well.
In one study, human HSF1 (hHSF1) was expressed in Drosophila cells to investigate the
differences in regulation between the two organisms (Clos et al. 1993). hHSF1 is typically
repressed at 37°C, basal human body temperature, and activated at 42°C, whereas
Drosophila HSF (dHSF) is repressed at 22°C and activated at 32-37°C. Strikingly,
expression of hHSF1 in Drosophila reduced the activation temperature of hHSF1 from 42°C
to 37°C. This suggests that temperature-dependent de-repression of HSF1 is not the result
of absolute temperature but results from a temperature change. Additionally, repression can
be shared in non-native expression systems and may be mediated through a second
protein, such as the interaction with molecular chaperones. I have shown that the interaction
between Hsp70 and Hsf1 is conserved in L. kluyveri, a yeast related to the ancestor of S.
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cerevisiae (Figure 3.13) (Kellis et al. 2004). An association between Hsf1 N-AD and Hsp70
could be a conserved step in regulation of the HSR in species where Hsf1 is found already
localized within the nucleus (Chen et al. 1993; Cicero et al. 2001). Whether the interaction
between Ssa and Hsf1 in yeast is important for the regulation of the HSR is currently being
investigated and is discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
Hsp70-mediated regulation of Hsf1 transcriptional activity

This chapter is based upon Peffer S, Gonçalves DL, Morano KA. Regulation of the
Hsf1-dependent transcriptome via conserved bipartite contacts with Hsp70 promotes
survival in yeast. (Submitted). qRT-PCR of HSF1 wild-type and gain-of-functions alleles
and the RNA extraction for RNA sequencing are contributions from Gonçalves, DL and used
with permission.
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INTRODUCTION

Hsf1 is an essential protein and is constitutively expressed in yeast cells but is
somehow maintained in a repressed state by Ssa during optimal growth conditions (Zheng
et al. 2016). Low, basal level of Hsf1 activity is essential due to expression of two
constitutive Hsps, Hsc82, a member of the Hsp90 family, and Ssa2, a member of the Hsp70
family (Borkovich et al. 1989; Solís et al. 2016). However, expression of Hsc82 and Ssa2
are not able to rescue lethality during a thermal stress, as this requires the full complement
of Hsf1 activity. In metazoans, while HSF1 is not essential for growth and development, it is
necessary for mice to withstand environmental stress, development of larvae in Drosophila
melanogaster, and normal lifespan in Caenorhabditis elegans (Gonsalves et al. 2011;
McMillan et al. 1998; Morley et al. 2004). This suggests that during exposure to stress, the
HSF1 transcriptional program is important for all eukaryotes. In yeast, only 16 genes are
heavily dependent on Hsf1 for basal levels of expression, and the majority of these are
molecular chaperones (Pincus et al. 2018). When cells are exposed to a thermal stress, the
inducible response consists of an additional 46 genes that are strongly Hsf1-dependent.
Repression of Hsf1 during optimal conditions is thought to be mediated by the association of
Ssa, although the mechanism is currently unknown (Krakowiak et al. 2018).
The N-AD and the C-AD are both capable of active transcription when fused to
heterologous DNA-binding proteins (Nieto-Sotelo et al. 1990; Sorger 1990). In an attempt to
understand how Hsf1 transcriptional activity is regulated, differences and similarities
between the two domains have been investigated. The N-AD is thought to be responsible for
the “transient” response to heat shock, as the loss of the N-AD does not cause temperature
sensitivity, whereas the C-AD is thought to mediate the “sustained” response to heat shock,
as loss of the C-AD results in overall reduced Hsf1 activity (Sorger 1990). However, both the
N-AD and C-AD are repressed during non-stress conditions as internal deletions of the NAD from residues 40-147 or the CE2 from the C-AD results in constitutive de-repression of
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Hsf1 activity (Bonner et al. 1992; Hashikawa et al 2004; Sorger 1990). The location of these
repressive elements aligns with the Ssa binding sites, identified as residues 92-96 and 533543 in this study and others (Figure 3.8) (Krakowiak et al. 2018). Therefore, we
hypothesized that the loss of these Hsp70-binding sites in the Hsf1 protein would result in
dysregulation of Hsf1 transcriptional activity.
Several possibilities exist for how the Hsp70-binding sites participate in the
regulation of Hsf1 transcription. Loss of Hsp70-binding within the N-AD may affect the
“transient” or heat-inducible expression of Hsf1-target genes, similar to deletion of internal
residues 40-147 (Sorger 1990). If this is the case, then loss of Ssa associating within N-AD
should render the HSR constitutively active. Similarly, if Ssa represses the “sustained”
activity of the C-AD, then loss of the binding site within CE2 should also result in constitutive
Hsf1 transcriptional activity. There has not been a direct comparison between the loss of
residues 40-147 and the loss of the CE2 on Hsf1 transcriptional activity, so it is possible that
the loss of regulation on one domain may have more activation potential than the other.
Additionally, Hsf1 recognizes HSEs within promoters of target genes, and differences
in HSE architecture have been postulated to require the specific activity of the C-AD
(Hashikawa et al. 2007; Santoro et al. 1998). In these studies, the ‘gap’-type and ‘step’-type
HSEs, which each contain at least one gap between nGAAn repeats, were more dependent
on the entirety of the C-AD for full transcriptional activity. Although the N-AD has not been
shown to be required for transcription of target genes with a specific HSE structure, it may
influence binding to HSEs or the magnitude of the response.
Hsf1 not only activates transcription of target genes in response to thermal stress,
but also responds to thiol-reactive or oxidative stress (Trott et al. 2008). In both cases, Hsf1
transcriptional activity is thought to be regulated by Ssa, wherein during a proteotoxic stress
Hsf1 repression is relieved by the loss of Ssa binding (Wang et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2016).
Although the dissociation of Ssa correlates well with the activation of the HSR, only loss of
the CE2 has been shown to result in de-repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity
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(Krakowiak et al. 2018). It is unknown whether the N-AD Hsp70-binding site is also required
for repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity.
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RESULTS
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Disruption of Ssa binding sites in full length Hsf1 results in growth perturbation
To investigate the role of Hsp70 binding in regulating Hsf1 transcriptional activity at
both activation domains, we moved the amino acid substitutions that eliminated Ssa binding
to the N-AD or CE2 sites or both together into full-length Hsf1 and expressed these mutants
as the sole HSF1 allele (Figure 4.1). The expression level of each construct was verified
through cellular lysis and western blotting. The allele containing the N-AD mutation, hsf1-mN
and the CE2 mutation, hsf1-mC, were both expressed at a level similar to wild-type Hsf1,
whereas expression of hsf1-mNmC was slightly decreased (Figure 4.2 A). The reduced
expression of hsf1-mNmC however, contrasts with the increased levels of constitutive Ssa
(4-fold) and Hsc82/Hsp82 (3.4-fold) proteins observed. There was little to no increase in
levels of these chaperones detected in cells expressing either single-domain HSF1 mutant
alone. Interestingly, the growth of cells expressing the mutant constructs was slower than
that of cells expressing wild-type HSF1 at 30°C, with hsf1-mNmC being particularly hindered
(Figure 4.2 B). These growth phenotypes were further exacerbated at 37˚C. Therefore, Ssa
association with Hsf1 appears to be essential for optimal growth and heat stress tolerance,
with apparent synergy between the two distinct chaperone binding modules.

Loss of Ssa binding sites leads to synergistic dysregulation of Hsf1 transcriptional
activity
To more directly probe the consequences of eliminating Ssa regulation of Hsf1
transcriptional activity, the steady state levels of the highly heat shock induced Hsf1-specific
genes SSA3, HSP82, SSA4, and BTN2 were assessed using quantitative reverse
transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR). The transcript levels induced in hsf1-mN, hsf1-mC and hsf1mNmC cells were significantly greater than those produced by wild type for all four targets,
ranging from a 1.5-fold increase of BTN2 transcripts to a 16-fold increase in expression of
SSA4 (Figure 4.3 A). However, loss of regulation of the N-AD or C-AD did not induce the
same level of de-repression in all four target genes. For BTN2 and SSA4, loss of regulation
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Figure 4.1 Alleles of HSF1 with Hsp70-binding site mutations. Amino acid substitutions
to disrupt Ssa binding sites were made within the N-AD (hsf1-mN; L92S, V93A, R94H), the
C-AD (hsf1-mC; Y537S, L538S, L539S), or both (hsf1-mNmC; L92S, V93A, R94H, Y537S,
L538S, L539S).
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Figure 4.2 Hsp70-binding site substitution HSF1 alleles have increased protein
production and slow growth. A. Immunoblots of total cell lysates; hsf1-mN and hsf1-mC
alleles are expressed similar to wild-type levels. The hsf1-mN strain repeatedly displays
increased Ssa expression. hsf1-mNmC is less well expressed but has substantially increased
Ssa and Hsp90 expression. B. All three substitution alleles display slow growth at 30°C (2
days), with the double hsf1-mNmC being the slowest, and this is exacerbated at 37°C (3
days).
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Figure 4.3 Hsp70-binding site alleles dysregulate Hsf1 target gene expression. A.
Quantitative reverse-transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) on select target genes reveals
upregulation from the hsf1-mN, mC, and mNmC alleles when normalized to wild type at 30°C.
Significance of each gene group calculated by one-way ANOVA is p<0.05. B. qRT-PCR of
the same target genes demonstrating wild-type HSF1 heat shock induction levels following
a 15 min, 37°C thermal shock. Error bars are the standard deviation calculated for three
independent experiments. Statistical significance of each compared to wild type: *, p<0.05;
**, p<0.005; ***, p<0.0005. RNA isolation and qRT-PCR data obtained by and used with
permission from Davi Gonçalves.
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at both termini appeared to act synergistically, while for HSP82 and SSA3, loss of regulation
at either terminus was sufficient to drive transcription at the same level as observed in hsf1mNmC cells. For all four genes tested the levels of de-repression observed were still
substantially below those observed with heat shock, consistent with the absence of
potentiating phosphorylation in the ADs as reported (Figure 4.3 B) (Zheng et al. 2016).
These results indicated that Ssa-mediated regulation of either AD may differentially affect
transcriptional activity and that with at least some target genes, both ADs could contribute to
total transcriptional output. We envisioned multiple scenarios in which this could occur. In
the first model, the N-AD masks the activity of the C-AD and plays little to no role in
activating transcription alone. In another model, each activation domain is capable of
directing transcription of a specific subset of Hsf1 targets, perhaps dictated by promoter
context and HSE architecture (Hashikawa et al. 2004; Nieto-Sotelo et al. 1990; Tamai et al.
1994). In a third scenario, both ADs are capable of inducing transcription and the presence
of multiple Ssa regulatory sites provides a range of activation potential.
To attempt to distinguish between these possibilities, we expanded the gene
expression analysis to include the entire transcriptome using RNA-sequencing to compare
all three HSF1 mutants at 30˚C to both wild-type cells and to wild-type cells heat shocked at
37˚C. Consistent with the qRT-PCR results, while elimination of Ssa binding sites within the
ADs leads to increases in Hsf1 transcriptional activity, the canonical HSR program is not
fully engaged. During heat shock, concurrent with enhanced transcription of heat-induced
genes, some gene classes are repressed, notably ribosomal protein genes (Causton et al.
2001; Gasch et al. 2000). This phenomenon is clearly observed upon examining the RPS8B
and SSA4 loci, adjacently located on chromosome V. RNA-seq reads for SSA4 mirror the
results seen in our qRT-PCR data in which hsf1-mN and hsf1-mC mutants displayed
modest, but significant, de-repression (for statistical analysis of RNA-seq data, see
Appendix). This was further increased in the hsf1-mNmC strain to levels near those
observed with heat shock in wild type cells (Figure 4.4). Conversely, the ribosomal protein
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Figure 4.4 The complete HSR is not activated by loss of Ssa-binding sites. Mapped
average of RNA abundance reads from the indicated strains and for wild-type cells (HSF1)
heat shocked at 37°C for 15 min for the neighboring genes RPS8B and SSA4 displayed using
Integrative Genomics Viewer, IGV v2.4.15 (Robinson et al. 2011). Vertical scale is 0-25,000
for all tracks. There is upregulation of Hsf1-target gene SSA4 in all three mutants, with hsf1mNmC being most similar to heat shock at 37°C. However, the ribosomal gene RPS8B,
which is depressed during heat shock, remains similar to wild-type HSF1 at 30°C in the hsf1mN, -mC, and -mNmC strains.
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gene RPS8B maintained nearly unchanged levels of expression in the hsf1-mN, hsf1-mC,
and hsf1-mNmC samples as compared to wild type at 30°C.
When the FKPM values of 18 Hsf1 target genes previously shown to be dependent
on Hsf1 for basal levels of expression are normalized to transcript reads from wild-type cells
at 30°C, a general pattern emerges in which transcripts from hsf1-mC, and hsf1-mNmC cells
exhibit consistently significant upregulation (Figure 4.5, for statistical analysis see
Appendix) (Solís et al. 2016). Transcripts from hsf1-mN also appear induced compared to
wild type but are not significant for all genes. For example, the genes HSP42, HSP104, and
HSP82 display increasing levels of induction in hsf1-mN, hsf1-mC, and hsf1-mNmC cells. In
some cases, genes in this class are further induced upon heat stress, due either to the
activity of the general stress response transcription factors Msn2/4 or to potentiated Hsf1
activity in response to phosphorylation (Causton et al. 2001; Gasch et al. 2000). Hsf1 is the
primary, if not sole stress regulator of some genes, such as STI1, HSP82, and BTN2
(Yamamoto et al. 2005). Transcription in the hsf1-mNmC double mutant is equal to, or even
greater than, the induction these genes undergo in cells experiencing a 37°C heat shock.
Although upregulation in hsf1-mN cells is not significant for a majority of the basal-induced
genes, there are not significant differences between hsf1-mN and hsf1-mC, suggesting that
there is not specific dependence on either the N-AD or C-AD for these genes (see
Appendix). Furthermore, when we evaluated the transcript levels of genes dependent on
Hsf1 for heat shock induction but not basal expression, similar trends are observed (Figure
4.6) (Solís et al. 2016). In the majority of these 42 previously identified transcripts each
single activation-domain mutant, as well as the double mutant, demonstrated increased
transcription compared to wild-type Hsf1. Several of these genes including CDC19, ZPR1,
KSP1, and HSP10 are only significantly upregulated in the double mutant and display no
significant difference in expression between the single mutants (see Appendix). This
provides further evidence that the Hsf1 target genes evaluated in this study are not
dependent on either the N-AD or C-AD for expression. Additionally, the lack of observed
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Figure 4.5 Synergistic upregulation of genes dependent on Hsf1 for basal levels of
transcription. Radar plot of the fold change in FKPM for the set of target genes that require
Hsf1 for basal and induced gene expression, normalized to wild type at 30°C (grey line at
1.0) and plotted with a logarithmic radial scale (0.5 at the center). hsf1-mN and hsf1-mC show
moderate de-repression, whereas hsf1-mNmC is similar to heat shock. The adjusted pvalues comparing mutant alleles to wild type at 30°C are indicated by the dots (p<0.05); hsf1mN (yellow), hsf1-mC (blue), hsf1-mNmC (green), HSF1 (37°C) (red).
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Figure 4.6 Upregulation of HSR genes dependent on Hsf1 for induction. Radar plot of
the fold change in FKPM values for the set of target genes that require Hsf1 only for heat
shock induction, normalized to wild type at 30°C (grey line at 1.0) and plotted with a
logarithmic radial scale (0.1 at the center). hsf1-mNmC displays synergistic dysregulation of
most Hsf1-target genes. The adjusted p-values comparing mutant alleles to wild type at 30°C
are indicated by the dots (p<0.05); hsf1-mN (yellow), hsf1-mC (blue), hsf1-mNmC (green).
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specificity for one AD versus the other in the surveyed Hsf1 target genes suggests that each
AD has the potential to promote transcription to some degree.
Previous investigations revealed a possible role for HSE promoter architecture in
dictating Hsf1 transcriptional activity. Specifically, genes with “perfect” HSE positioning and
spacing, such as the SSA gene family, maintained heat inducibility in HSF truncation
mutants lacking the C-AD, while those with “step,” or “gap” architecture (e.g. CUP1, HSP82,
HSC82) were reliant on this domain (Sakurai et al. 2007; Santoro et al. 1998; Tamai et al.
1994). Because these previous assessments all utilized Hsf1 loss-of-function mutants, our
differential gain of function mutants provided a unique opportunity to ask whether we would
observe the same dependence when AD repression was constitutively relieved via loss of
the Ssa binding site. However, when we grouped Hsf1-dependent genes based on their
promoter HSE architecture, no clear correlation emerged (Figure 4.7). Similar to the results
in the basal and induction expression level analysis, the hsf1-mN and hsf1-mC alleles
resulted in increased levels of expression compared to wild-type HSF1 at 30C in the ‘step’,
‘gap’, and ‘perfect’-type HSEs. Additionally, we again observed that results from hsf1-mN
are not significantly different in expression from hsf1-mC (see Appendix). This suggests
that both the N-AD and C-AD are able to activate transcription independent of the promoter
structure. Interestingly, genes containing perfect HSEs with greater than three repeats
exhibited stronger synergistic transcriptional activation in the hsf1-mNmC mutant when
compared to the other classes. Because these sites are thought to engage multiple Hsf1
trimers simultaneously, these results could suggest that loss of Hsp70 regulation at both
sites within an Hsf1 monomer may result in increased cooperativity between trimers.
Together, our gene expression analysis experiments demonstrate clear and specific chronic
de-repression of Hsf1 by abolishing Ssa binding within either AD, and synergistic effects of
simultaneously disrupting both Hsp70 binding sites.
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Figure 4.7 HSE promoter structure is independent of the activation domains. Radar
plot of the fold change in FKPM values (wild type normalized to 1.0) for genes with defined
HSE architecture. Step, gap and perfect HSE arrangements are as described in the text.
Genes with perfect HSE architecture were further divided into those with three inverted HSE
repeats, or greater than three inverted repeats. Perfect HSEs with greater than three repeats
display the most synergism. The adjusted p-values comparing mutant alleles to wild type at
30°C are indicated by the dots (p<0.05); hsf1-mN (yellow), hsf1-mC (blue), hsf1-mNmC
(green).
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Based on these results, I conclude that Ssa represses Hsf1 transcriptional activity
through interacting with both the N-AD and the C-AD at specific Hsp70-binding sites. Loss of
Ssa binding sites within either the N-AD or the C-AD leads to substantial de-repression of
Hsf1 transcriptional activity. I propose that each activation domain is capable of
independently activating transcription in the context of full length Hsf1, however, analysis of
transcriptional induction does suggest that the C-AD is a more potent transcriptional
activation domain. Additionally, loss of Ssa binding sites in both the N-AD and the C-AD
results in a synergistic activation of Hsf1, suggesting that while each domain is able to act
independently, de-repression of both has more activation potential.
The transcription of genes that are strongly dependent on Hsf1 for basal expression
displayed moderate de-repression with both the hsf1-mN and the hsf1-mC alleles, whereas
the hsf1-mNmC was most similar to induction by heat shock. Similarly, genes dependent on
Hsf1 for induced expression during a proteotoxic stress were upregulated by each of the
single binding sites alleles. This indicates that basal expression and induced expression of
these genes is dependent on neither the N-AD nor the C-AD specifically. Some genes, such
as GPH1 and HSP26, which are highly upregulated upon heat shock, were more highly
upregulated by hsf1-mN and/or hsf1-mC than hsf1-mNmC. This indicates there is another
level of regulation, possibly by post-translational modifications of Hsf1 or by the activity of
another transcription factor such as Msn2/4 (Moskvina et al. 1998). Investigating the
promoters of the genes that do not follow the pattern would help identify other potential
regulators, as would analysis of the modification status of the three gain of function HSF1
alleles. Upon a proteotoxic stress, Hsf1 is so heavily phosphorylated that migration in an
SDS-PAGE is retarded and this can be relieved by pre-treatment with a phosphatase
(Sorger et al. 1987). Hsf1 is constitutively phosphorylated at a low level during optimal
conditions as well however, there does not appear to be a large difference in the
phosphorylation of hsf1-mN, hsf1-mC, or hsf1-mNmC. Whether or not the levels of
phosphorylation in these gain-of-function mutants is altered during exposure to exogenous
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stress is unknown and may contribute to the magnitude of Hsf1 activation (Solís et al. 2016).
Furthermore, it is unknown if these gain-of-function alleles are able to respond to a
proteotoxic stress and if the repertoire of the response is altered compared to wild type. This
could be addressed through qRT-PCR, to analyze potential changes in known targets, and
RNA-sequencing studies for unknown targets.
In terms of HSE architecture, there also does not seem to be a dependence on either
the N-AD or the C-AD for a specific type of HSE. The “perfect”, “step”, and “gap” type HSEs
all behaved similarly, with de-repression in the hsf1-mN and hsf1-mC samples typically less
than the de-repression of hsf1-mNmC. The “perfect” HSEs with more than three inverted
repeats, which are often bound by more than one Hsf1, displayed the most synergism in
hsf1-mNmC (Bonner et al. 1994). I hypothesize that the synergism of hsf1-mNmC in this
scenario is due to increased cooperation between Hsf1 trimers when Ssa is no longer able
to interact with the activation domains. This could be addressed through analyzing the sizes
of cross-linked Hsf1-DNA complexes via SDS-PAGE and western blots and comparing the
mutant alleles with wild type treated to non-stress and stress conditions.
Although it has now been well established that the presence of Ssa binding sites
within the C-AD and the N-AD are necessary for proper regulation of Hsf1 transcriptional
activity, how these sites repress this activity in the absence of stress remains unknown. Hsf1
is dependent on the Mediator complex in order to activate transcription, and both activation
domains are required for this activity (Kim et al. 2013). It is possible that the presence of Ssa
somehow prevents Hsf1 from interacting with the Mediator complex. There are several
possibilities for how the Ssa-Hsf1 interaction prevents transcription through inhibiting an
Hsf1-Mediator interaction. The interaction between Ssa and Hsf1 could sterically hinder
Mediator from associating with the activation domains or the interaction with Ssa induces a
conformational change in Hsf1 that is not conducive to an interaction with Mediator. Aside
from knowing that the Mediator subunits Med15 and Med16 are required for transcription by
Hsf1, little is known about the interaction between Mediator and Hsf1 (Kim et al. 2013).
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CHAPTER 5
Modification and characterization of a real-time luciferase reporter assay

This chapter includes data from Peffer S, Gonçalves DL, Morano KA. Regulation of
the Hsf1-dependent transcriptome via conserved bipartite contacts with Hsp70
promotes survival in yeast. (Submitted). All contributions are from work performed by
Peffer, S.
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INTRODUCTION

The environment is constantly changing and to survive and thrive, cells must also
constantly respond to the alterations and challenges. Responses to environmental stress
such as an osmotic stress, oxidative stress, or heat stress activate the general stress
response through Msn2/4, but also specific stress responses (Schmitt et al. 1996). The HSR
is the transcriptional program initiated during a proteotoxic stress, originally named for its
key role in responding to thermal stress (Verghese et al. 2012a). Monitoring the activation of
the HSR started with time-consuming processes of northern and western blots to measure
transcript and protein abundance, which may require multiple time points and either RNA
(northern blot) or protein (western blot) extraction, nucleotide or protein gels, and probes or
antibodies. Currently, stress responses can be measured through the use of quantitative,
real-time and reverse-transcriptase techniques (qRT-PCR). This allows for the measurement
of transcript levels in a population of cells at any given time or environmental condition, after
RNA extraction. However, both protein and RNA can have differing half-lives within the cell,
making it difficult to accurately measure the activation and attenuation of a response.
β-galactosidase assays, in which the recognizable HSE promoter elements of the
strongly induced SSA3 gene were placed upstream of β-galactosidase, were also used to
monitor activation of the HSR (Boorstein et al. 1990; Morano et al. 1999). In this assay, βgalactosidase production is turned on during a proteotoxic stress that initiates the HSR, but
the enzyme accumulates with a half-life that can be measured in hours (Miyawaki et al.
2017; Warmerdam et al. 2013). Modifications to this assay have been made, including the
protocol used in the Morano lab, which utilizes the Beta-glo system (Promega) and the
output (luminescence) can be measured on a plate reader for high throughput applications
(Abrams et al. 2014). A short-lived firefly luciferase was recently adapted for use in
Schizosaccharomyces pombe to measure the responses to changes in environmental
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calcium concentrations, which reduced the protein half-life to just 20-30 minutes (Deng et al.
2006).
An advantage of the β-galactosidase Beta-glo system and the S. pombe short-lived
luciferase assay is that the samples do not need to undergo a multi-step protocol,
introducing several opportunities for error and problems to occur. Unlike qRT-PCR, western
blot analysis, and northern blot analysis, which require individual samples to be collected
from a culture and treated the same way during lysis, protein and nucleic acid extraction,
and loading into the appropriate apparatus, the Beta-glo and luciferase assay only require
mixing the reagents with the cells (Abrams et al 2014; Deng et al. 2006). These assays are
able to constantly monitor the cellular response to stress without several steps of
manipulation. However, much like a fluorescent fusion protein reporter system, without rapid
degradation of both protein and its cognate mRNA, it is only feasible to measure the
activation characteristics of a response. The rapid half-life of the luciferase reporter and the
lack of a requirement for cellular lysis implies that this reporter may be used in S. cerevisiae
to monitor transcriptional activity of a stress response in real-time with numerous parameters
and conditions.
In order to design a quantifiable reporter system to measure the kinetics of a stress
response in S. cerevisiae, Rienzo et al. modified the S. pombe luciferase (lucCP+; pGL3
R2.2, Progema Corporation) reporter that contains an mRNA degradation sequence and two
elements for protein degradation (Deng et al. 2006; Rienzo et al. 2012). Within the 3’
untranslated region of the mRNA, the lucCP+ reporter has an AU-rich element (ARE) that
targets the mRNA for rapid degradation (Chen et al. 1995). In addition, the amino acid
sequence contains two different protein degradation sequences, CL1, a 16 amino acid tail
that targets proteins to the proteasome, and PEST, a region rich in proline, glutamic acid,
serine, and threonine that also targets proteins for rapid destruction (Gilon et al. 1998;
Rechsteiner et al. 1996). In S. cerevisiae, after inducing expression of lucCP+, activity can
be measured within 30 seconds of adding luciferin to the cell suspension and the half-life
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was measured to be approximately ten minutes, indicating this assay is ideal for quantitative
and real-time measurements of transcriptional activity (McNabb et al. 2005). This lucCP+
gene was cloned into a S. cerevisiae expression vector with either a CYC1Δ promoter that
contains only the core promoter region or a functional GRE2 promoter (Rienzo et al. 2012).
The construction of this reporter system with multiple restriction digestion sites into the
Gateway cloning vectors allows for the promoters to be easily replaced to suit any
transcription factor of interest, including Hsf1. Described here is the method used to create
the HSR lucCP+ reporter, and the subsequent analysis. I analyzed this assay in several
conditions to determine its efficacy in characterizing the cellular response to exogenous
stress such as thermal and oxidative stresses, as well as genetic stresses.
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RESULTS
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Construction of real-time luciferase assay to measure Hsf1 activity
Quantitative measurements of Hsf1 activity are currently done by either measuring
the β-galactosidase activity of an HSE-lacZ reporter, or by qRT-PCR analysis of Hsf1-target
genes. Although both of these methods are useful, the HSE-lacZ reporter cannot be used to
monitor the kinetics of the HSR and qRT-PCR analysis cannot be used for high-throughput
screens and assays. To establish an assay that can be used as a relatively high throughput
technique, as well as provide quantitative measurements, I obtained plasmids containing the
lucCP+ gene under control of both the CYC1Δ and GRE2 promoters.
The CYC1Δ promoter is a truncated version of the CYC1 promoter that no longer
contains elements that respond to external stimuli and has a low level of activity, and the
GRE2 promoter is activated in response to both oxidative and osmotic stresses (Rienzo et
al. 2012). Although the GRE2 promoter contains a ‘gap’-type HSE, there is no observable
activity during a 90-minute heat shock, indicating that this promoter is not used by Hsf1 in
those conditions, but is responsive to osmotic stress (Figure 5.1). In order to create an
Hsf1-responsive promoter, the SSA3 ‘perfect’-type HSE used in the HSE-lacZ assay was
amplified and restriction digestion was used to replace the GRE2 promoter with this
promoter element. When wild-type cells were transformed with this construct and exposed to
a 90-minute, 37°C heat stress, luminescence from active LucCP+ was detected within 15
minutes, peaking at 36 minutes, and reached a new basal level of activity by 80 minutes
(Figure 5.2). This is consistent with the activation and attenuation kinetics previously studied
(Hashikawa et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2013; Stone et al. 1990). In these published studies,
samples for mRNA isolation, protein extraction, or β-galactosidase activity were collected at
15-minute intervals whereas the luciferase activity assay described in this chapter allows for
more frequent measurements.
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Figure 5.1 Luminescence of destabilized luciferase is a real-time, quantitative
measurement of promoter activity. In wild-type cells, transcription of the lucCP+ from the
GRE2 promoter is induced by 0.6 M KCl osmotic stress, but neither CYC1Δ nor GRE2
responds to heat shock at 37°C. Results from three independent replicates are shown, error
bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure 5.2 Heat shock induced transcription of the HSE-lucCP+ reporter. Wild-type cells
carrying the HSE-lucCP+ reporter were incubated at a 37°C heat shock for 90 min and
luminescence was measured every three minutes. The HSR is rapidly activated with
luminescence activity starting at 15 min, peaking at 36 min, and is attenuated by 80 min.
Averaged results from three independent replicates are shown. Error bars represent standard
deviation.
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Characterization of the HSR through the HSE-lucCP+ reporter assay
The HSR is thought to respond to changes in temperature as opposed to the
absolute temperature (Bonner et al. 1992; Liu et al. 1997; Sorger et al. 1987). To test
differences in responses to changes in temperature through the HSE-lucCP+ reporter,
Catherine Wu, a summer student under my supervision, and I first grew the yeast cells at
the optimal temperature of 30°C and then exposed the cells to increasing levels of heat
shock, from a mild 33°C to increasingly severe heat shocks of 35°C, 37°C, and 39°C
(Figure 5.3). For all four temperatures tested, luciferase activity began 15 min following the
shift in temperature and peaked at 33-minutes. During the prolonged heat stress, the
attenuation was complete by 72-minutes, with luciferase activity returned to basal levels.
The difference between the four temperatures was in the magnitude of the response, which
varied from a luminescence measurement of 4000 units up to 8000 units (Table 5.1). This
indicates that the magnitude of the response differs depending on the temperature, although
the timing of initiation and attenuation of the HSR remains similar. Interestingly, the
temperature change from 30°C to 39°C produced a seemingly lower response than the
change from both 30°C to 35°C and 30°C to 37°C. This can be attributed to the thermolabile
characteristics of firefly luciferase, which loses 75% of its activity at 39°C (Tisi et al. 2002).
Although 30°C is optimal for culturing yeast, they can also be cultured at ambient
temperature (21°C) albeit the growth rate is slowed. A decrease in the growth temperature
from 30°C to 21°C allowed us to evaluate the response to larger changes in the heat shock
temperature. To measure the dynamics of Hsf1 in response to both lower temperatures and
simultaneously greater temperature shifts, we grew the cells at ambient temperature and
then measured the luciferase activity after exposing the cells to 26°C, 28°C, 30°C, 31°C,
33°C, 35°C, 37°C, and 39°C (Figure 5.4). The lowest temperature shifts to 26°C and 28°C
were decidedly different compared to the rest of the responses, with both the start of
activation and peak considerably reduced and occurring earlier in the heat shock.
Additionally, inducing the HSR by shifting from 21°C resulted in a later peak at lower
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Figure 5.3 The magnitude of the HSR depends on the degree of temperature change.
Cells grown at 30°C were exposed to heat shock temperatures, larger temperature increases
resulted in higher levels of peak luminescence. Luciferase activity began to decrease at 39°C
due to the thermolabile nature of the enzyme. Results averaged from three independent
experiments shown, error bars calculated by the standard deviation.
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Table 5.1 Magnitude of HSR increases in response to increasing temperature. Hsf1
transcriptional activity at the start of the HSR (15 min) increases from 33°C to 37°C and there
is a corresponding increase in luminescence at the peak of the HSR (33 min).
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Figure 5.4 The HSR is activated depending on the growth temperature of the cell
culture. Cells grown at ambient 21°C were exposed to heat shock temperatures, the larger
the changed in temperature resulted in resulted in higher levels of peak luminescence and a
left-shift in when luminescence started and peaked. A temperature increase to 26°C/28°C
displayed low levels of luminescence, indicating that a change of temperature is sensed by
the cell. Results shown are averaged from three independent replicates, error bars represent
standard deviation.
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temperatures that underwent a left-shift as the thermal shock increased (Table 5.2, Figure
5.4). Altogether, these results support the hypothesis that changes in temperature, and not
necessarily the absolute temperature, dictate the activation of the HSR.
The HSR is also activated during other stresses, including exposure to oxidative
stress and thiol-reactive reagents such as hydrogen peroxide and heavy metals (Wang et al.
2012). Unfortunately, hydrogen peroxide, which induces oxidative stress, also interferes with
the luciferin/luciferase reaction and cannot be used to induce stress and monitor HSR with
the HSE-lucCP+ system (Harvey 1928). We used cadmium to induce the HSR and measure
the dynamics and evaluate how the response to thiol-reactive stress and heat stress differ.
A range of cadmium concentrations was used to induce proteotoxic stress, from 10 μM
which is below the threshold for thiol-dependent protein aggregation, to 200 μM which is
above the saturation level for thiol-dependent aggregation (Ford et al. 2019). Neither 0 μM,
10 μM, nor 25 μM activates the HSR by the HSE-lucCP+ reporter, although 25 μM induced
protein aggregate formation in 50% of cells (Figure 5.5) (Ford et al. 2019; Jacobsen et al.
2012; Jacobsen et al. 2017). However, 50 μM through 200 μM show increasing levels of
HSR activation, which suggests that although the formation of protein aggregates is
saturated at 100 μM, cells maintain the ability to further activate the HSR at 200 μM. One of
the biggest differences between activation of the HSR in response to thermal stress and
cadmium, is the lack of attenuation during prolonged exposure to cadmium. Even after 90minutes, luminescence did not plateau, indicating that the HSR is still active and Hsf1
activity has not been attenuated. This agrees with data from Ford et al. 2019 which shows
that cells do not begin to clear aggregates until after 90-minutes during a prolonged
cadmium exposure.
In chapter 4, the growth assays suggest over-expression of Hsf1 results in a mild
growth defect, and it was previously shown that over-expression of Hsf1 leads to higher
levels of basal HSR activation (Wang 2012). To determine how over-expression of Hsf1 may
influence the ability of a cell to respond to thermal stress, I transformed wild-type BY4741
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Table 5.2 Kinetics of the HSR change in response to increasing thermal stress. The
start of the HSR left shifts from 24 min to 12 min as temperature increases from 26°C to 39°C
and there is a corresponding left shift in the timing of the peak of the HSR from 45 min to 3033 min.
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Figure 5.5 Cadmium induces the HSR in a dose-dependent manner with a threshold
above 25 μM. Cells grown at 30°C were exposed to increasing doses of cadmium, or no
stress (0 μM). Although 25 μM is enough to induce aggregate formation, the HSR is not
activated (Ford et al. 2019) but increases from 50-200 μM. Luminescence does not decrease,
indicating the HSR is still active during prolonged exposure to cadmium stress.
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and hsf1Δ cells with either an empty vector (wild type only) or a plasmid expressing Hsf1FLAG from a CYC or TEF promoter. I then measured luminescence from the lucCP+
reporter activity during exposure to a prolonged 37°C heat stress (Figure 5.6). Interestingly,
expression of Hsf1-FLAG from the CYC promoter in either the hsf1Δ or BY4741 background
resulted in luminescence similar to BY4741 carrying an empty vector. This indicates that
despite slight over-expression, Hsf1 is maintained in a repressed state in these cells. On the
other hand, the TEF promoter-based expression resulted in an inability of cells to activate
further to heat stress, suggesting that Hsf1 is already de-repressed.
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Figure 5.6 Repression of exogenous Hsf1-FLAG can be maintained if over-expression
is minimal. Wild-type BY4741 cells and the hsf1Δ derivatives carrying no exogenous Hsf1FLAG (BY + EV), Hsf1-FLAG expressed from the CYC promoter (BY + CYC, hsf1Δ + CYC),
or expressed from the TEF promoter (BY + TEF, hsf1Δ + TEF) and HSE-lucCP+ were
exposed to a 90 min, 37°C heat shock and luminescence was measured. Cells were able to
maintain repression of Hsf1-FLAG from the CYC promoters, however over-expression from
the TEF promoter results in constitutive de-repression and inability to fully respond to thermal
stress.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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The HSE-lucCP+ reporter assay designed and described here provides an additional
method for monitoring the activation of the HSR. I assessed whether the assay responded
to thermal shock, as well as the thiol-reactive stress induced by cadmium. One of the
strengths of this HSE-lucCP+ assay is the detailed information it can provide about the
activation and attenuation dynamics of the HSR during exposure to stresses. The response
to thermal stress is primarily dependent on a change in temperature, although a relatively
low temperature threshold between 28°C and 30°C must also be reached. Additionally, the
larger the temperature change, the faster the cells will respond and with greater magnitude
(Table 5.2). The temporal difference in the initiation of luciferase activity is approximately
three minutes, as is the difference in the peak. These differences would often be overlooked
in more traditional assays that rely on samples taken at individual time points such as mRNA
extraction, protein extraction, or β-galactosidase activity.
Furthermore, the stark contrast between the attenuation dynamics of the HSR during
exposure to a prolonged thermal stress and cadmium could only be investigated through
this assay, or mRNA or protein extraction. The commonly used β-galactosidase assay
accumulates the stable β-galactosidase enzyme and does not allow for observation of the
attenuation of the HSR. Despite prolonged exposure to a thermal stress, the cells
attenuated the HSR to basal levels within 80-minutes. This is in contrast to the response to
cadmium, which rapidly increased for about 40-minutes before continuing to slowly increase.
The reason for the difference in these responses is possibly due to different types of
damage incurred by the cell. Although a thermal stress is proteotoxic, in part, because it can
lead to protein unfolding and misfolding, this stress can be managed by an increase in
molecular chaperones to stabilize thermolabile proteins. On the other hand, cadmium
irreversibly targets the exposed cysteines of newly synthesized proteins, resulting in protein
misfolding and aggregates that must be cleared from the cell (Ford et al. 2019; Jacobson et
al. 2017). It is also possible that cadmium modifies the reactive cysteine residues of Ssa1
and this prevents Ssa1 from associating with Hsf1. The loss of Ssa1 binding results in the
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release of Hsf1 repression and until either more Ssa1 is produced by the cell, or the
modified Ssa1 is reduced, the HSR remains activated. It is unknown if the modified Ssa1 is
able to act as a foldase and what role oxidation has on Ssa1 function, and this is currently
under investigation by current lab member Alec Santiago.
Given that the HSR can be activated when cells are exposed to 30°C after growing
at ambient temperature, the activation at these optimal temperatures may not be dependent
on protein misfolding. Whether Ssa1 dissociates from Hsf1 during the heat shock from
ambient room temperature to 30°C, and what triggers that dissociation, is unknown.
Furthermore, there may be multiple ways in which the cells are able to sense the potential
for proteotoxic stress and activate the HSR. At least one sensor for proteotoxic stress is
Ssa1, which can be directly modified by thiol-reactive compounds and is titrated away during
a thermal stress (Wang et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2016). This assay could be used to
investigate the dynamics of the HSR in cells expressing the allele of SSA1 in which the
exposed cysteines have been replaced with serine. Additionally, this assay could be used to
screen for unknown proteins that may be involved in regulation of both the activation and
attenuation dynamics of the HSR.
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CHAPTER 6
Final Conclusions and Perspectives
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Hsf1 is regulated by the Hsp70 molecular chaperone Ssa
In this work, I present an investigation of the regulatory interaction between the heat
shock transcription factor Hsf1 and the Hsp70 molecular chaperone Ssa. In chapter 3, I
demonstrate for the first time that Ssa is capable of interacting with both the amino-terminal
(N-AD) and carboxyl-terminal (C-AD) activation domains. Additionally, I conclude that Hsp90
is not directly involved in the regulation of Hsf1 based on an inability to detect association.
Through truncation analysis and FLAG immunoprecipitation, I was able to isolate the
interaction of Ssa with Hsf1 to within 50 amino acids of both the N-AD and C-AD.
Furthermore, this association between Ssa1 and Hsf1 is dependent on the substrate binding
function of Ssa1. In silico analysis of these repressive elements by the LIMBO algorithm
identified potential Hsp70-binding sites that are essential for Ssa association (van Durme et
al. 2009). Disruption of the core of the Hsp70-binding site by substitution of three amino
acids abrogates Ssa association with Hsf1 N-AD and C-AD. In chapter 4, I moved the
mutations for Ssa association within the N-AD and C-AD into the full length Hsf1 to address
how loss of Ssa binding influences Hsf1 transcriptional activity and control of the HSR. Loss
of Ssa binding results in gain-of-function HSF1 alleles, which display slower growth that
correlates with the over-activation of the HSR but is not protective during prolonged heat
stress. The de-repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity on specific targets was initially
measured through western blotting of cellular lysates and qRT-PCR; we used RNAsequencing to reveal global dysregulation of the HSR. I concluded that both the N-AD and
C-AD are capable of activating transcription, independent of the promoter structure or the
target gene. Further characterization of how Hsf1 transcriptional activity is repressed by the
binding of Ssa will need to be completed in order to understand the mechanism of
repression. Additionally, this regulatory mechanism has the potential to be conserved in
other species, as I was able to demonstrate an association between Hsp70 and Hsf1 N-AD
and C-AD in the related fungal species, Lachancea kluyveri. Finally, in chapter 5, a real-time
and quantitative luciferase assay is modified for use in monitoring the HSR activation and
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attenuation dynamics. The data presented here demonstrate that Ssa associates with Hsf1
and is an important regulator of its transcriptional activity, and that tightly controlling this
activity is essential for optimal cellular fitness.

The interaction between Ssa and Hsf1
The regulation of Hsf1 transcriptional activity has been under investigation for
several decades, with studies focusing on how repression of Hsf1 is maintained in the
absence of stress and how its activity is activated during a proteotoxic stress. The leading
hypothesis is that the interaction of molecular chaperones, specifically Hsp70 and Hsp90,
with Hsf1 inhibits its transcriptional activity until the cell encounters a proteotoxic stress and
the resulting increase in misfolded substrates titrates away the chaperones, allowing Hsf1 to
activate transcription. This is supported by studies in which inhibition or deletion of the major
cytosolic chaperones and co-chaperones results in a constitutively activate HSR (Abrams et
al. 2014; Craig et al. 1984; Duina et al. 1998; Liu et al. 1999; Voellmy et al. 2007).
Additionally, studies have also found that Hsp90, Hsp70, and chaperonins can associate
with Hsf1 in vitro and through cross-linking in vivo (Baler et al. 1996; Neef et al. 2014;
Verghese et al. 2012a; Zuo et al. 1998).
Recent work has also demonstrated that the yeast Hsp70 Ssa1/2 is able to associate
directly with Hsf1 at the C-AD and dissociates rapidly upon exposure to thermal stress
(Krakowiak et al. 2018; Zheng et al. 2016). Work presented in this thesis supports the
hypothesis that the association of Ssa with Hsf1 represses Hsf1 transcriptional activity. I
found that Ssa depends on the substrate binding domain to interact with Hsf1 at both the NAD and the C-AD, and that the interaction with both is required for complete repression of
the HSR. Although implicated in regulation of metazoan HSF1, Hsp90 was not found to
associate with Hsf1 in either S. cerevisiae or L. kluyveri. However, Hsp70 does interact with
L. kluyveri Hsf1 N-AD and C-AD, suggesting that the regulation of Hsf1 by Hsp70 may be a
conserved regulatory mechanism. Upon further investigation and analysis by the LIMBO
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algorithm, potential Hsp70-binding sites can be found in the C-AD of all eukaryotic species
that I sampled (Figure 6.1). While Hsp90 may maintain HSF1 in a monomeric state in the
cytosol of some species, oligomerization and DNA binding does not guarantee HSF1 is
transcriptionally active, suggesting that another level of repression occurs (Zuo et al. 1994).
It is also possible that the primary function of an interaction between HSP70 and HSF1 in
metazoan cells is to attenuate the HSR. In this scenario, HSF1 may initially remain DNAbound while HSP70 represses its transcriptional activity to allow the cells to respond quickly
to a second proteotoxic stress.
The Hsp70 binding site within Hsf1 C-AD overlaps the conserved CE2 region and
also has the potential to form an α-helical structure. A similar α-helical structure exists in
metazoan HSF1 and this structure maintains HSF1 as a monomer in the cytosol (Rabindran
et al. 1993). This intramolecular interaction may occlude the HSP70 binding site in
metazoan HSF1 and upon HSF1 trimerization, the HSP70 binding site may become
available. This interaction would occur primarily in the nucleus, where HSP70 plays a role in
repressing the transcriptional activity of DNA-bound HSF1. As opposed to fungal species
where Hsf1 is essential and nuclear-localized, in eukaryotic species where HSF1 is not
essential or is found in the cytoplasm during non-stress conditions, repression by HSP70
may be minimal and instead, repression is primarily maintained by HSP90 (Sorger et al.
1987a; Vjestica et al. 2013). Further work should be done to determine if repression of DNAbound Hsf1 by Hsp70 may occur in other eukaryotes, providing a protein-protein interaction
that could be targeted by therapeutics to modulate Hsf1 transcriptional activity.
This work has established that Ssa and Hsf1 interact through Hsp70-like binding
sequences within Hsf1 N-AD and C-AD and that this is dependent on the Ssa1 substrate
binding domain (SBD). However, future studies could elucidate whether this interaction
requires Hsp70 co-chaperones, such as Hsp110 or Hsp40. To efficiently escort a protein
through the protein folding cycle, Hsp70 utilizes an Hsp40/J protein to stimulate ATPase
activity and deliver substrates and a nucleotide exchange factor (NEF) to release
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Figure 6.1 Hsp70-binding sites are present in all HSF1 C-AD and fungal Hsf1 N-AD.
HSF1 from all eukaryotes has a carboxyl-terminal activation domain (blue, C-AD), as well as
a highly conserved DNA-binding domain (purple, DBD) and oligomerization domain (purple,
3X). Some fungal species also have an amino-terminal activation domain (yellow, N-AD). In
all species shown, the C-AD has at least one potential Hsp70-binding site, marked by the red
bar.
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the ADP, release of the substrate, and binding of another ATP molecule (Verghese et al.
2012a). In this way, the interaction between Hsp70 and a substrate is transient, however the
interaction between Ssa1 and Hsf1 can be captured via co-immunoprecipitation and may be
more stable than the typical substrate-chaperone interaction. A recent study proposed that
Hsp70 is capable of interacting with substrates through two modes of binding (Mashaghi et
al. 2016). In this model Hsp70 interacts with unfolded peptides within the groove of the SBD
to promote folding and also associates with partially folded substrates through
intermolecular interactions with the lid of the substrate binding domain. These two methods
for substrate interaction could be used as a basis for further investigation into how the Ssa1
SBD interacts with Hsf1.
A transient interaction between Ssa and Hsf1, as well as preferential binding of Ssa
to substrate, would support the hypothesis that Ssa is titrated away from Hsf1 by misfolded
substrates. However, although dissociation of Ssa from Hsf1 occurs rapidly during thermal
stress, it is unknown if this occurs during a different proteotoxic stress, such as exposure to
oxidative stress or treatment with cadmium (Krakowiak et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2012). The
rapid and brief dissociation of Ssa from Hsf1 during thermal stress correlates well with the
swift activation and subsequent attenuation of the HSR. Addition of the thiol-reactive heavy
metal cadmium however, resulted in a prolonged activation of the HSR that lasted over 90minutes (Figure 5.5). The extended de-repression of Hsf1 during a thiol-reactive stress
could be the result of the type of proteotoxic damage the cells experience, which may
require an abundance of molecular chaperones and activation of other damage-response
pathways, or the result of modification of Ssa1. Incidentally, a previous study from the
Morano lab identified two reactive cysteines of Ssa1 which can be directly modified by thiolreactive compounds (Wang et al. 2012). These cysteines are necessary for proper
regulation of the HSR in response to thiol-reactive stresses. Replacement of these cysteines
with serine renders Hsf1 insensitive to thiol-reactive stress but can still be activated by a
thermal stress. Conversely, replacing the cysteines with aspartic acid to mimic modification
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leads to constitutively active Hsf1. Whether these cysteine-substitution mutants alter the
interaction between Ssa1 and Hsf1 is currently unknown but would provide insight into how
cells sense different proteotoxic stresses and relay the signal to Hsf1. Current lab member
Alec Santiago is investigating the role of Ssa1 as a sensor for oxidative and thiol-reactive
stress and how the signal is sensed and relayed using these cysteine-substitution mutants.
The ability of Ssa1 to become “blind” to oxidative stress by substitution of the
reactive cysteines with serine, but still maintain the ability to sense a thermal stress,
indicates the two stresses are differentially relayed to Ssa1 (Wang et al. 2012). Notably, the
dissociation of Ssa1 from Hsf1 during a thermal stress is rapid and brief, with absolute loss
of association within five minutes and the majority recovered by 15-minutes and complete
recovery by 30-minutes (Zheng et al. 2016). Although rapid, these data fit with the
mathematical model proposed in the study, which based the concentration of unfolded
proteins on biophysical measurements. However, as mentioned in chapter 5, the HSR is
also activated within the range of optimal temperatures. A shift from growth at 21°C, room
temperature, to 30°C results in activation of Hsf1 and expression of the HSR. This suggests
that either proteins can become unfolded and misfolded at 30°C and the HSR is activated
through the titration model, or there may be another signal to relieve repression of Hsf1
transcriptional activity.
In the laboratory, 30°C is considered the optimal growth temperature for S.
cerevisiae, however yeast are still capable of growing at 21°C with only minor repercussions
in cell cycle progression (Vanoni et al. 1984). In order to activate the HSR following a shift in
temperature from 21°C to 30°C by the titration model, several conditions must be true. First,
the amount of Ssa within the yeast cell is at a near-perfect level to mediate the folding of
nascent polypeptides and maintain proteostasis. In this case, the cells are regulating the
balance of chaperones in order to maximize fitness benefits, a phenomenon that has been
observed in previous studies (Garcia et al. 2017; Keefer et al. 2017). These chaperones are
constantly managing the life cycles of all cellular proteins and may be expressed at the
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precise levels that are appropriate for the cell’s current environmental conditions. Second,
an imbalance in chaperone functions, as mentioned above, resulting from a proteotoxic
stress such as temperature fluctuations, or an increase in unfolded polypeptides, can lead to
a disruption in proteostasis. And lastly, that the conditions required for maintaining
proteostasis at 21°C are different that the conditions required at 30°C.
In this scenario of HSR activation by chaperone titration, the number of chaperones
produced in the cell at 21°C is the exact number required for maintaining optimal cellular
fitness. The shift to 30°C increases the burden on the already existing chaperone pool,
leading to a disruption in proteostasis that titrates chaperones away from regulating Hsf1
activity and allowing activation of the HSR. The resulting production of chaperones expands
the available pool, allowing Ssa to return to Hsf1 and attenuate its transcriptional activity.
This would also hold true for more canonical heat shock experiments in which cells are
grown at 30°C and exposed to temperatures of 33°C or higher.
Another possibility is that the structural fluidity of the activation domains allows Hsf1
to directly sense changes in temperature. Growth at 21°C could allow Hsf1 activation
domains to adopt a certain conformation that is disrupted when the temperature increases to
30°C, and this change initially prevents Ssa1 from binding. Repression at 30°C would
behave in much the same way, where Ssa1 and the activation domains cycle through
binding and release once Hsf1 has attained a more stable conformation once again. The
shift in temperatures may also induce a structural change that increases the affinity of Hsf1
activation domains for co-transcriptional machinery. However, it is also possible that a
combination of both these models is correct and disruptions to proteostasis as well as
conformational changes at different temperatures results in dissociation of Ssa1 from Hsf1,
de-repressing Hsf1 transcriptional activity.
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Regulation of Hsf1 transcriptional activity
Hsf1 is constitutively expressed, DNA bound and essential in yeast, and somehow
maintained in a repressed state (Jakobsen et al. 1988; Solís et al. 2016; Sorger et al. 1988).
The model for regulation of Hsf1 activity is that the interaction of Ssa1 with Hsf1 somehow
represses its transcriptional activity. In support of this, recent studies have shown that Ssa1
rapidly dissociates from Hsf1 during a thermal stress and that through cysteine residues,
Ssa1 acts a signal during a thiol-reactive stress (Wang et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2016). How
the interaction between Ssa1 and Hsf1 contributes to Hsf1 repression however, is not
understood. Work presented in this thesis begins to unravel the repressive mechanism of
Ssa association, but due to the complexity of Hsf1 regulation and transcription, many
avenues for study still remain.
In Chapter 4, I utilized gain-of-function HSF1 alleles that abrogate the Ssa-binding
sites in the N-AD and C-AD. The loss of the identified Ssa-binding sites individually resulted
in moderate de-repression of Hsf1 activity, whereas the loss of binding sites in both termini
led to synergistic de-repression. Additionally, whether the target genes are dependent on
Hsf1 for basal or induced expression does not correlate to either the N-AD or C-AD. This
suggests that each activation domain is independently capable of directing transcriptional
activity and that both domains must be repressed to prevent transcription. Although the CAD appears to be a stronger transcriptional activator than the N-AD, Krakowiak et al. 2018
further proposed that Ssa regulation of the N-AD is involved in inducible DNA binding
(Krakowiak et al. 2018). The results in the initial RNA-seq overview presented in this thesis
suggest that loss of regulation of the N-AD does not differentially effect genes dependent on
Hsf1 for basal expression or inducible expression and thus, does not influence inducible
DNA-binding. However, the analysis presented in this thesis is limited to genes that have
been previously identified as Hsf1-dependent and continued analysis and study of the RNAseq data may reveal genes that are independently regulated by the actions of the N-AD or
C-AD. The provided gene-expression analysis of the fold FKPM values compared between
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the hsf1-mN, hsf1-mC, and hsf1-mNmC gain-of-function alleles, reveals that a set of genes
are differentially regulated by each allele (Figure 6.2). Further characterization and analysis
of these data sets will provide novel and exciting new information about the Hsf1-dependent
transcriptome, the activity of each activation domain, and the role of Ssa in regulating both
the N-AD and C-AD.
Data presented in this thesis indicates that it is the Ssa-SBD that interacts with the
N-AD and the C-AD and thus, it is unlikely that a single molecule of Ssa is capable of
repressing both the N-AD and C-AD. The amount of Ssa to Hsf1 needed to associate with
Hsf1 to maintain repression of DNA-bound and oligomerized Hsf1 is unknown. However,
given that each domain interacts with the SBD and that both Ssa-binding sites are required
for full repression of Hsf1 transcriptional activity, it is likely that multiple Ssa interact with
Hsf1 oligomers. In order to better understand the complex regulatory relationship between
Hsf1 and Ssa, additional studies should be performed to establish the stoichiometry of Ssa
to Hsf1. One way to begin to explore the relationship between Ssa and Hsf1 oligomers is to
study the transcriptional activity in yeast expressing a mixed population of Hsf1 oligomers. If
the presence of wild-type Hsf1 reduces transcription of target genes and somewhat rescues
the slow growth of the dysregulated Hsf1, it is possible that the mixed oligomers have
decreased levels of overall transcriptional activity. This would indicate that each monomer in
an Hsf1 oligomer needs to be repressed by Ssa, and thus the stoichiometric ratio is likely
closer to 2:1 (Ssa:Hsf1). However, it may also be possible that the presence of wild-type
Hsf1 in an oligomer completely rescues slow growth and reduces transcriptional activity.
This would suggest that the presence of at least one regulatable monomer in an oligomer
can prevent transcription, and thus the ratio would be closer to 1:1 or be even less (1:3).
Although neither the N-AD nor C-AD seem to preferentially activate transcription
based on the general HSE promoter structure, the ‘perfect’-type HSE with greater than three
repeats displayed higher levels of synergy than the ‘perfect’-type HSE with only three
repeats. In vivo, Hsf1 has been shown to cooperatively bind promoters that contain more
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Figure 6.2 Hsf1 ADs may individually regulate expression of novel Hsf1-dependent
genes. A Venn diagram of the gene expression analysis and comparison between hsf1-mN
(yellow), hsf1-mC (blue), and hsf1-mNmC (purple) identifies a number of genes in the RNAseq study that may be independently regulated by either the N-AD or C-AD. Ten and eleven
genes with significant differential expression, as determined by DESeq, are unique to hsf1mN and hsf1-mC, respectively, and are not shared by hsf1-mNmC, suggesting that there
may be additional regulation of each domain to alter transcriptional activity.
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than three HSE repeats (Erkine et al. 1999; Jaeger et al. 2014; Xiao et al. 1991). Therefore,
cooperativity between oligomers of Hsf1 proteins that are constitutively de-repressed may
further enhance transcriptional activity. What role, if any, Ssa repression of the activation
domains has on cooperativity between oligomers is currently still unknown.
In addition to cooperativity enhancing transcription, recent evidence indicates that
heat shock genes undergo structural changes in their three-dimensional structure that likely
also influence transcription (Chowdhary et al. 2017; Chowdhary et al. 2019). Upon exposure
to a thermal stress, the genome is quickly rearranged when Hsf1-induced target genes
rapidly coalesce into a single, intranuclear focus and form extensive intergenic and
intragenic interactions (Chowdhary et al. 2017). It is thought that these structural
rearrangements increase the local concentration of RNA polymerase (RNApolII) and other
transcriptional machinery in “transcription factories” to foster increased levels of transcription
(Mitchell et al. 2008). This is a feature of the HSR that is unique to Hsf1, as the general
stress transcription factors Msn2/4 do not appear to induce genome restructuring
(Chowdhary et al. 2019). Furthermore, Hsf1 forms discrete puncta within the nucleus during
a heat stress whereas Msn2/4 remains diffuse. Genomic restructuring and formation of
intra/intergenic interactions during heat stress is limited to Hsf1-dependent genes, as heat
shock induced genes that are dependent on Msn2/4 do not coalesce. Altogether, these data
suggest that regulation of chromatin remodeling may be linked to the de-repression of Hsf1
activity.
It has not been established whether genes dependent on Hsf1 for basal levels of
transcription coalesce during optimal conditions, nor has a constitutively active Hsf1 been
investigated for changes in genomic restructuring. The gain-of-function HSF1 alleles from
chapter 4 could be used to study the influence of Ssa1 binding on genomic restructuring,
even in the absence of an exogenous stress. Additionally, the coalescence of Hsf1 target
loci is brief, beginning within a minute of acute heat shock and returning to a diffuse state
within thirty minutes (Chowdhary et al. 2017, Chowdhary et al. 2019). This timing correlates
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with the dissociation and re-association of Ssa during a thermal stress. It is possible that
Ssa suppresses the ability of Hsf1 to consolidate into nuclear puncta and this prevents Hsf1
target gene loci coalescence. The association of Ssa may hinder intermolecular interactions
that allow Hsf1 to collapse into transcription factories, such as the interaction of Hsf1 with
the co-transcriptional Mediator complex. Alternatively, coalescence of Hsf1 target genes
may also be independent of Ssa-binding and be dependent on another co-transcriptional
activator or on an environmental change that occurs during thermal stress and possibly
other proteotoxic stresses.
How the interaction of Ssa with Hsf1 prevents transcription of Hsf1 target genes is
still unknown. As mentioned in chapter 4, Hsf1 is dependent on the Mediator cotranscriptional complex to activate transcription, and specifically subunits Med15 and Med16
(Kim et al. 2013). These subunits are both part of the Mediator tail module, which has been
shown to interact directly with transcriptional activators (Ansari et al. 2012; Robinson et al.
2015). It is possible that Ssa hinders the ability of Hsf1 to interact with this tail module, and
that loss of Ssa-binding sites allows the activation domains to contact Mediator. Further
studies with the FLAG-tagged HSF1 alleles from chapter 4 could be used to elucidate
whether the loss of Ssa-binding sites results in constitutive interaction with Mediator.
Additionally, a portion of the N-AD containing the repressive element identified in this thesis
has been implicated in preventing Hsf1 DNA binding (Krakowiak et al. 2018). Although the
loss of the Ssa-binding site results in elevated transcription, which suggests that the N-AD is
capable of independently activating transcription, it may also have a role in regulation of
DNA binding. Chromatin immunoprecipitation studies of these gain-of-function alleles would
allow a better understanding of how the loss of Ssa binding to each of the activation
domains influences DNA binding.
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Implications in diseases and disorders of protein misfolding
Malfunction of the proteostasis network has been linked to a range of medical
disorders, including neurodegenerative diseases, cancer, and protein misfolding diseases
such as diabetes (Salahuddin et al. 2016). Neurodegenerative disorders such as
Alzheimer’s disease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis are associated with toxic protein
aggregation, whereas other protein misfolding diseases, such as cystic fibrosis, result from
mutations that lead to aberrant protein degradation (Hipp et al. 2014; Valastyan et al. 2014).
Other diseases are not caused by toxic gain-of- or loss-of-function protein mutations and
structures but are dependent on the up-regulation of HSF1-target genes, as is the case in
some cancers (Mendillo et al. 2012).
In some neurodegenerative and protein-misfolding diseases, an ideal therapeutic
would restore proteostasis by upregulating molecular chaperones to prevent protein
aggregation, increase protein degradation and autophagy, and assist in protein folding and
preventing aggregation (Hipp et al. 2014). Imbalances in the complete proteostasis network
could be modulated by de-repression of HSF1 transcriptional activity. As opposed to the
introduction of a pharmacological chaperone that may only target one protein, activation of
HSF1 would increase expression of a suite of molecular chaperones to restore proteostasis
(Convertino et al. 2016). Furthermore, as demonstrated by the gain-of-function hsf1 alleles
presented in this thesis, de-repression of Hsf1 activity does not activate the full complement
of the HSR. Therapeutics that increase HSF1 transcriptional activity by preventing the
interaction of HSP70 and HSP90 with HSF1 would increase molecular chaperones without
halting cell-cycle progression or production of ribosomes (Causton et al. 2001; Gausch et al.
2000; Morano et al. 1999). Targeting the HSF1-dependent transcriptome for increased
expression would also maintain the stoichiometry necessary to prevent the toxicity
associated with an imbalance in molecular chaperones (Keefer et al. 2017).
On the other hand, some colon and breast cancers are dependent on the upregulation of HSF1 target genes (Mendillo et al. 2012; Whitesell et al. 2012). One model for
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HSF1-dependency in cancer is that the increased rate of DNA replication, as well as
transcription and translation, results in production of proteins that contain mutations and
require an abundance of assistance in folding (Mendillo et al. 2012). Additionally, HSF1 has
been shown to upregulate a unique set of genes in cancer cells that are unrelated to the
standard repertoire activated in the HSR (Whitesell et al. 2012). In either model, a
pharmacological inhibitor of HSF1 transcriptional activity would be a possible therapeutic.
Furthering our understanding how HSF1 is repressed by molecular chaperones and how
HSF1 interacts with transcriptional machinery like the Mediator complex would allow the
design of a therapeutic agent to target these functions. Ideally, this molecule would be able
to interact with HSF1 to maintain repression of transcriptional activity but would not respond
to environmental stress.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The knowledge and understanding of the complex regulatory relationship between
the Hsp70 molecular chaperone Ssa1 and Hsf1, the master regulator of the heat shock
response, has been advanced by the work presented in this dissertation. These findings
have identified two separate Ssa1-binding sites within the amino-terminal and carboxylterminal activation domains. Abrogation of Ssa1-binding within each domain results in
dysregulation of Hsf1 transcriptional activity, and abolishment of both sites leads to
synergistic de-repression. Additionally, the interaction between Hsf1 activation domains and
Hsp70 is conserved in a related fungal species, and I have identified Hsp70-binding sites in
the activation domains of several other eukaryotic species. These results suggest that the
regulatory circuit involving Hsp70 and Hsf1 may be conserved in other fungal species and
potentially metazoans as well. The novel gain-of-function HSF1 alleles used in this study
have the potential to further elucidate not only the characteristics of the Ssa1-Hsf1
regulatory interaction but also increase understanding of Hsf1 transcriptional activity.
Continued characterization will provide more insight into this regulatory interaction and the
mechanistic details of its function in repressing Hsf1.
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APPENDIX
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Appendix table. p-values for differential expression gene analysis derived by DESeq
and one-way ANOVA. One-way ANOVA groups were tested without HSF1 – 37°C
samples (w/o HS) or including the HSF1 – 37°C samples (w/ HS). p-values highlighted
in red are p>0.05, whereas p<0.05 are printed in black. Table is structured to include
each gene and the grouping as they are presented in Chapter 4.
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